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1

INTRODUCTION

The continuing rise in the use of smartphones, the usage of wireless communications, and the
increasing capabilities that provides a better computing efficiency based on data mining
techniques that exploits the potential of cloud computing and social networks among others,
allows the emergence of pervasive computing systems that creates an intelligent ambience in a
unobtrusive way that answers to the needs of the individuals in a context-aware and situationaware manner [1].
Industry, researchers and practitioners has created a wide variety of pervasive computing systems
that reason intelligently, act autonomously, and respond to the needs of the users in a context and
situation aware manner. Tracking applications such as child [2], pet and health [3] trackers are
already available at mobile devices’ marketplace. Social web tracking has also become trending on
the last years and applications such as Google Now [4], Waze [5] and Foursquare [6] are widely
used by different communities.
The pervasive computing research field has been evolving for more than 20 years [7] and a great
number of systems has been designed and developed improving the human experience and
quality of life without an explicit awareness of the computational complexity. The field has
matured to the point where tangible, beneficial prototype test beds such as smart homes, body
area networks, health monitoring systems, and mobile social networking media have become
increasingly popular. All these systems are built on mature underlying technology that performs
smart device communications, resource discovery, information integration, dissemination and
routing, location tracking and learning of user preferences. Usually, these systems have been
focused on a small-scale direction; most of them are used by a limited set of users that interacts
with a limited number of devices and sensors that generates a manageable level of data [8].
As we look towards the future of pervasive computing it is necessary to develop systems that are
scalable, this means that those systems are capable to maintain defined levels of efficiency and
functionality as their dimensions increase, which are usually defined by the number of
information, users and sensors. Generally, an increase in a system dimension adds capability to
the system while incurring associated overheads. Capabilities and overheads can be measured by
human time and attention, computation and communication power, storage capacity,
accessibility, responsiveness, energy or other valuable resource usage. A pervasive computing
system that is scalable provides a rate of increase in capability which is greater than the rate of
increase in overhead; otherwise the overhead will eventually consume all resources, thus reducing
the effective added value by the system to zero.
Pervasive computing at Scale (PeCS) [4] defines where new efforts must be made, developing new
approaches and paradigms to the design of middleware, networking, services and applications
where it is possible to treat a massive number of devices with an always increasing heterogeneity.
Even though not all pervasive systems are large scale, actual work in PeCS proposes not only to
1

track individuals and analyze their behavioral patterns but to scale to urban area networks
learning the behavioral information and trends of the communities. Pervasive computing finds
application in almost every aspect of human life and activity, for example health care applications
or emergency reaction applications requires addressing the scalability issue which is often given by
the vast data rate flows, huge amount of available sensors and long time periods where the user
interacts with the computational devices.
Moreover, the use of smartphones and tablets has been increasing exponentially in the last
decade [1] as well as its processing capabilities. Individuals are using these powerful mobile
devices in their everyday life for multiple purposes in almost every daily activity. For example,
individuals use their phones to check they schedule synchronizing it with different digital calendars
like Google Calendar and Yahoo Calendar among others. Also, individuals use their phones to do
all the basic activities like checking their e-mail accounts, favorite websites and social networks.
Beyond these basic activities, these mobile devices are equipped with different sensors like GPS,
Accelerometer, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Camera, Microphone, and even a Thermometer is included in the
latest models [3] that gathers relevant information from the environment of the user.
A huge of possibilities comes along with this exponential increase usage of mobile devices and its
vast range of functionalities together with the set of sensors allowing the Pervasive Computing
field to build systems that makes an in-depth analysis of the user daily activities by their
interaction with their devices and the interaction of their devices with the environment. If a
system traces all the information that the devices generates over its sensors and by its interaction
with the user, valuable data is obtained that describes the daily behavior of an individual.
Over the last decade various pervasive systems have been built trying to detect individual’s
behavioral pattern for further purposes. Nonetheless, must of these approaches are made into
specific domains as the health care, education or child care field [9] [10] [11]. For example, in the
health care field, pervasive systems monitors some variables like the heart beats to deliver an
accurate diagnosis of the disease or a treatment plan that the individual must follow.
All these systems are concerned an developed on specific domains, therefore, they own specific
models, frameworks and architectures that work only to solve particular objectives, making them
not general and not useful for a multi-purpose activity recognition and recommendation system
that is based on the users device sensors interaction with his environment and the interaction of
the user with his devices.
This work defines, develops and implements the Budgie System, a pervasive system that tracks
and classifies the activities made by a community for a proper identification of their behavioralpattern that is used to generate pertinent alerts and notifications improving the quality and the
performance of the individual activities.
With the support of the device calendar, the device sensors and the interaction with the individual
is possible to infer almost all his daily activities. For example, to know where the individual is,
some approximations can be made using the Wi-fi network he is connected to, the GPS latitude2

longitude and the calendar location label for the current event (if it exists). To know if the
individual is moving from one place to another, scanning the GPS location or tracing the available
Wi-fi networks rapidly is a good approximation. To know if the user is working or resting various
approximations can be made, for example if the user is checking his company e-mail or using
productivity applications is more likely to be working as if he is navigating over his social networks
or simply using entertainment applications.
The following example describes how a single mobile device can depict the daily activities of the
user. Suppose that an individual follows the routine described by the Table 1.
Time Period
6:00 a.m. – 7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m. – 8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 m.
12:30 m. – 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. – 6:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m. – 7:45 p.m.
7:45 p.m. – 8:45 p.m.
8:45 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.

Inferred activity type
Basic Activity
Shift Activity
Work Activity
Work Activity
Basic Activity
Work Activity
Shift Activity
Leisure Activity
Shift Activity
Basic Activity

Action of the individual
Get ready for work
Drive car from home to work
Basic work activities
Meeting
Lunch with colleages
Basic work activities
Drive car from work to gym
Workout at gym
Drive car from gym to home
Eat dinner and rest

Table 1- Routine sample

Table 2 summarizes how the system would infer each type of activity from the individual’s routine:
Activity
Basic Activity 1

Shift Activity 1
Work Activity 1
Work Activity 2
Basic Activity 2
Work Activity 3
Shift Activity 2
Leisure Activity 1
Shift Activity 3
Basic Activity 3

Inferring Mechanism
Connected to individual’s home Wi-Fi network. Device on loud mode.
Entertainment applications in use and personal e-mail account being
reviewed.
GPS constantly changing with higher precision (outdoor location)
Connected to individual’s work Wi-fi network. Device on vibrate mode.
Productivity applications in use.
Calendar event description of the meeting. Bluetooth proximity with the
client’s device. Device on silent mode.
Unknown Wi-fi network set available. GPS location updated with the
restaurant latitude-longitude. Device on loud mode.
Connected to individual’s work Wi-fi network. Device on vibrate mode.
Productivity applications in use.
GPS constantly changing with higher precision (outdoor location)
Connected to individual’s gym Wi-Fi network. Device on loud mode.
Fitness applications in use.
GPS constantly changing with higher precision (outdoor location)
Connected to individual’s home Wi-fi network. Device on silent mode.
Table 2 - Inferring mechanisms

As shown in the above example, it’s possible to expose each of the individual activities based on a
combination of inferring mechanisms. GPS might not always be useful to derive the individual
3

activity as it presents problems on indoor locations and it lacks of semantic meaning, which can be
supported and completed with alternative mechanisms like the calendar event description, the
profile of the mobile device and the connected Wi-fi network among others.
Once the activities are identified for an individual over large time periods, it is possible not only to
know what activity he did on some specific point, but to know his behavior. The flow and the
evolution of these activities over time can be classified as the individual’s behavioral-pattern.
When the behavioral-pattern of an individual is detected, it is possible to predict with some
certainty (depending on the pattern detection mechanism reliability and accuracy) what an
individual might be doing on some point in the future.
Endless possibilities appear for the pervasive computing research field if the individual’s pattern
behavior is identified. For example, it becomes pretty simple to suggest specific routes to the user
and not the global traffic map of the city where he lives in. It also allows adjusting the device
settings such as ring profile or battery preferences depending on the upcoming activity of the
individual. All these tasks improve the quality of the human being without an explicit awareness of
the computational complexity, one of the biggest challenges in Pervasive computing field.
Budgie is developed and implemented over three models that are linked between them as the
figure 1 suggests.

Figure 1 – Budgie Analyzer Sub-models

The first model defines and identifies an activity made by an individual, using a set of relevant and
enabling variables that must be measured for a proper classification and identification. The
second model uses the identified activities for behavioral-pattern detection. The third model uses
the detected patterns to generate pertinent alerts and notifications to the individuals that
improve the performance of their activities.
In this work a total of 18 Relevant-Enabling variables are proposed that must be measured to
properly identify the individual’s activity. Furthermore, six of the Relevant-Enabling variables are
developed and implemented on the system. The architecture that Budgie proposes works on a
scalable manner that allows that each variable can be implemented in any moment independently
and its inclusion in the whole system will generate small overheads that are much lower than the
potential that the system will gain. Additionally, the implementation only covers mobile devices
due to time and resource limitations, but still, Budgie scalable architecture allows the inclusion of
any other device implementation in any moment that will increase the accuracy of activity
identification without generating significant overheads.
4

Budgie gathers different types of information from its users: the GPS latitude-longitude-altitude
with its respective precision, the available Wi-fi networks including the network with an actual
connectivity, the ring profile of the device (whether it is loud, silent or vibrate), the processes that
are in use on the individual’s mobile device and his calendar events synchronized with his mobile
device. All this information is gathered and stored for an individual behavioral-pattern detection
using multiple heuristics that responds on scalability terms given its nature and the map-reduce
framework where the algorithms are executed. Once the patterns are identified, multiple
recommendations and alerts can be made to the user.
Budgie was tested within 13 individuals that used Budgie Tracker (mobile gathering application)
over a 3 to 12 weeks period. The resulting data has been recollected to form a relevant dataset
that is not only useful for Budgie but to a huge amount of works that are being developed over the
Damasco [12] and MagPie [12] projects. This dataset was used on Budgie to detect patterns on
the individual’s behavior, a pretty intuitive an attractive web platform was built to validate the
results of the heuristics where is possible to compare the detected pattern with the real data and
to observe the error found.
This document is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the theoretical framework, explaining all the related work with Budgie,
including pervasive computing at scale approaches, activity recognition approximations and
pattern detection mechanisms, clearly identifying the advantages and disadvantages in
comparison with the presented work.
Chapter 3 describes the solution strategy, explaining all the three sub-models presented on the
previous paragraphs, that includes the activity recognition, the heuristic approaches for pattern
detection and the process to generate alerts and recommendations.
Chapter 4 describes the solution design, showing the architecture of the system and the resulting
components: information gathering component, information storage component, information
retrieval component, pattern identification component, web component and the alarmrecommendation generator component.
Chapter 5 presents the implementation solution, where all the applications are described: Budgie
Tracker and Budgie Recommendation mobile applications, Budgie Server and Budgie WebPlatform.
Chapter 6 presents the test and results of the 13 users whom information was gathered and
analyzed for posterior identification of patterns that allowed the system to generate pertinent
alerts and recommendations. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and future work.
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1.1.

Objectives

The objectives that guide the development of the current work are shown below.
1.1.1. General Objective
The main purpose of this work is to define and validate a model that improves individuals' decision
making through the relevant information delivery based on personal behavioral-pattern
identification following the principles of the pervasive computing at scale.
1.1.2. Specific Objectives
a. Propose the architecture of the MagPie component related to individual behavioral pattern in
order to achieve the expected attributes and characteristics of a highly scalable pervasive
architecture, complementing existing profiling components. Scalability attribute is given on
the quantity of users, quantity of information and variety of types of devices dimensions.
b. Incorporate user profiling components based on the location and the activity of the user,
through the inclusion of sensors allowing the adequate individuals monitoring for proper daily
activity recognition. Activities are identified through user schedule, location, surrounding
environment and his use of mobile computational devices. The actual profiling model of users
must be expanded to fit scalability over big data sets of information generated by monitoring
sensors.
c. Define and develop a dynamic profiling model for adequate identification of behavioralpattern of the individuals through a set of defined heuristics. The behavioral-patterns are
defined through the evolution of a set of activities in time measured by a set of predefined
sensors.
d. Define and develop a model for alerts delivering using behavioral individuals' patterns, based
on the identification of relevant variables for each one.
e. Validate the proposed models and expose the analysis of the complexity for tuning the model
to infer properly the context for personal profiling.

6

2

CONTEXT AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter the context of the present work is introduced and briefly explained. At first instance
an overview of the project MagPie, where the Budgie System lies, is exposed. Subsequently, all the
relevant research fields to the current work are summarized; in general, related work is unveiled
on the Activity Recognition, Pattern Recognition and Pervasive Computing at Scale fields.

2.1. Context of the Project – MagPie
The Pervasive Solutions project [12], developed within the research group COMIT aims to develop
computational solutions that allows the efficient usage of semi structural and multimedia
information adapted to the user and device context generating value for the individuals and their
communities.
Pervasive Solutions is divided in two projects: FRAPES and MagPie. The former has as main
purpose the development of a Middleware making easier the definition and development of
pervasive applications over mobile devices. The latter has as main objective to develop a Pervasive
environment for information management in a community. Budgie lies between the MagPie
Project
So far the MagPie project aims to adapt to the individuals’ profile in order to understand how the
user interacts with the content for further relevant and pertinent content recommendation
delivery. Two important works has been made within the MagPie project:
MagPie started with the proposal of a global architecture and a definition, implementation and
validation of an emotional inference component as shown in [13] and [14]. The developed
component allows a proper identification of user’s interest levels with a particular content based
on his posture and facial expressions, data that is retrieved in a non-intrusive way. Once the
interest levels are determined, content recommendation which are pertinent and relevant are
delivered to the user.
On the other hand, MagPie Prompter [15] aims to generate recommendations identifying the
activities that an individual is doing and the content he is using. In general MagPie Prompter
focuses on understanding the interactions of the user with its devices for interest level detection
over a specific content.
Thus far MagPie has been focused on content recommendation based on levels of interest given
by the facial expression and the posture of the individual and his interaction with his devices over
a specific content. Budgie proposes to open this gap and aims to develop an architecture and a set
of models that allows the generation of alerts and recommendation that improves the quality of
life of the individual and not only discover relevant and pertinent contents. Furthermore, Budgie
proposes scalability attributes that must be considered in order to achieve good efficiency when
the dimensions of the system increase.
In order to generate pertinent alerts and recommendations to the individuals, it is mandatory to
detect what the user is doing, the activity recognition area seeks to solve this problem, then, it is
7

important to detect the habits of the individuals, in order to achieve this, pattern recognition
approaches must be defined and used. All the activity and pattern recognition approaches must be
resolved in a non-intrusive manner using the pervasive computing principles; moreover, scalability
issues must be addressed.
Several works has been done so far in the Activity Recognition, Pattern Recognition and Pervasive
Computing at Scale fields, the pillars where Budgie lies. In this chapter various works in each one
of the mentioned fields are exposed explaining its limitations and strengths and clearly defining
the attributes that Budgie must consider and the differentiating factor that Budgie must have in
order to widely accomplish the proposed objectives.

2.2. Activity Recognition
Activity recognition has always concerned researchers and practitioners, since it can be exploited
to great societal benefits, especially in applications such as eldercare and healthcare [16] [17], but
so far, activity recognition has been focused on recognizing simple human activities, leaving the
recognition of complex activities as a challenging and active area of research.
Recognizing human activities from sensor readings has recently attracted much research interest
in pervasive computing. This task is particularly challenging given the nature of the human
activities which are often performed in not only a simple, but also a complex manner [18]. Simple
activities are the ones that are made sequential while complex activities can be concurrent, when
multiple activities are being done at once like watching television while talking to friends, or
interleaved, when activities are paused for another activity to take place.
In order to recognize activities two questions must be answered a priori: how the activities are
going to be classified? How the data for activity recognition is going to be retrieved? Approaches
made so far answers this questions on specific domains which usually occur on smart home
environments [19] [20] or on hospitals for both patients and workers [21].
However, Bannach [22] proposes the Context Recognition Network (CRN), a toolbox that works in
two phases for activity recognition: design of the recognition method and deployment of the
chosen method into specific devices. The CRN Toolbox eases the process of building activity
recognition systems. Three case studies demonstrate the versatility of the CRN Toolbox,
supporting the information flow in hospitals, monitoring the walking habits to help prevent
cardiovascular diseases, and recognizing hand gestures in a car-parking game.
In Budgie, the Activity Recognition Model must adapt correctly to the general human daily
activities and no specific domain can be labeled. Activity recognition requirement appears at work,
at home, at public places and transports.
Sensors reading are obtained from several devices and try to gather the information of the
individual and its interaction with the environment. Nearly all approaches use wearable sensors
and objects with attached RFID tags to detect the desired data [23].
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EPSICAR [18] uses only a simple set of sensors (2 RFID wristband readers and HF RFID tagged
objects) which are needed to be preconfigured creating a smart-home environment which allows
ta proper activity recognition. This setup might not be possible in real contexts since individuals
don’t use RFID wearable sensors. Also, it is quite unusual to find RFID on common real life objects.
EPISCAR doesn’t consider the sensors which individuals usually access, like the ones embedded
into the mobile devices.
Another approach is the one proposed by Intille [24] with a set of algorithms that are developed
and evaluated to detect physical activities from data acquired from five small biaxial
accelerometers that are worn simultaneously on different parts of the body.
The results show that even though some activities are recognized properly with subjectindependent training data, others appear to require subject-specific training data. Moreover, the
results indicate that multiple accelerometers aid in recognition because the conjunctions in
acceleration feature values can effectively discriminate many activities. However, using only two
biaxial accelerometers dropped the performance only marginally.
Budgie Activity Recognition Model proposes to gather the information from daily life used sensors
like the accelerometer, gyroscope and light sensor embedded on actual mobile devices [24] with
no need of additional sensors that will not make sense on real environments (I.e. wearable
sensors). The EPSICAR [18] approach is not viable in Budgie since no wearable sensors can be used
while Intille [24] approach seems more appropriate since although the sensors used are wearable
they are accelerometers and are often included on mobile devices.
A good approach that has not been mentioned yet and shares the natural device property is the
one made by Lee [23] where a Linux-based PDA that incorporates a sensing module is used. The
sensing module consists of a biaxial accelerometer, a simple digital compass sensor and an angular
velocity sensor. All these three sensors are included on modern smart phones and are available for
the Budgie System to take advantage of. Figure 2 illustrates how the wearable sensors looks like.

Figure 2 - Wearable sensor and activity recognition illustration (taken from [13])
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The mentioned approaches classify activities within the specific domain. Smart home
environments approaches classify activities on common daily live activities but they are often too
explicit and use the RFID tagged objects. [18], [25] and [23] classify activities in basic activities like
eating dinner, brushing teeth, cleaning the table and sleeping among others. On different domains
like context-aware hospital applications and elder care [21] [26] [27] symptomatic activities are
categorized to prevent diseases. For example, increasing heart beats or high blood sugar are
triggers for patient support and reaction.
Budgie System aims to categorize an activity not as specific like the smart home approaches
suggest but to a granularity level where it is possible to differentiate what the subject is doing. It is
complicated to detect really specific activities made with non-computational objects, since no RFID
tagged objects are common on a real environment.
Budgie proposes the use of several sensors: GPS, calendar events, Wi-Fi networks, accelerometer
sensor and application usage of the individual among others. Related works presented so far
assumes that the information gathering processes never fails, which works well on controlled
environments, but in Budgie context, where multiple devices are considered using multiple
sensors over multiple communication channels, considering no failure points is a strong
assumption that must be avoided.
Tracking information from the specified sensors certainly requires privacy and security
mechanisms. Location privacy is one of the most important items which must be taken into
account. Location privacy refers to a particular type of information privacy defined as the ability
to prevent other parties from learning one’s current or past location [28].
Beresford [28] proposes a privacy-protecting framework based on frequently changing
pseudonyms so users avoid being identified by the locations they visit.
In mobile and pervasive computing settings, security and privacy policies are difficult to manage
since desired security and privacy settings are not only difficult to articulate, but also tend to
change over time [29]. Cornwell [30] designs and evaluates novel mechanisms for managing
security and privacy in pervasive computing environments. The research combines the
development of new user interfaces with learning processes, dialog messages, and explanation of
functionalities that empower users.
The Budgie System must clearly integrate privacy mechanisms that allows user to configure their
settings preferences and location data must be treated anonymously.
Nugent [20] clearly defines that data gathering on activity recognition occurs on unreliable
environments and failure points appear due to faults, operational tolerance levels and corrupted
data. Nugent [20] proposes a framework that deals uncertainty and demonstrate the effects that
the number of sensors in conjunction with the reliability level of each sensor can have on the
overall decision making process.
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In general, the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [31] and the equally weighted sum operator
[32] information management tools are used to accommodate unreliable sensor information.
Both tools run over the same assumption, data that wasn’t gathered due to multiple reasons are
inferred through previous and posterior sensor readings based over distinct probabilities
functions.
Nugent [25] proposes a probabilistic approach to address the unreliable information issue.
Exposed approaches seem to be an accurate solution in small scale activity recognition problems
but when multiple users are considered with multiple sensors over multiple variables the
effectiveness of the algorithms decreases significantly. Budgie context includes hundreds of users
manipulating a great number of sensors, therefore scalability issues must be considered.
Relevant Characteristics

Considered Solutions

Smart Home Environment
Multiple Environments
Health and Eldercare environment
Wearable Sensors
Daily Life Sensors
Privacy and security issues
Unreliable Context

[18] [24] [23] [19] [25] [26] [27]
[22]
[21] [22]
[18] [22] [25] [26] [27]
[24] [19] [23]
[28] [30]
[20]

Table 3- Activity Recognition Relevant Characteristics

Summarizing so far, related work on activity recognition is usually focused on smart home
environments, nevertheless Budgie must be designed and developed on a multiple environment
context, using and approach similar to the presented by Bannach [22] where multiple
environments can be adapted to the activity recognition process.
Wearable sensors and tagged objects with RFID sensors seems to be the most widely used
approach in order to recognize activities and only few works proposes sensors that are used on
real environments and daily life activities as the ones embedded on mobile devices such as
accelerometers, gyroscopes and compasses. Budgie should take advantage of daily life devices and
use the embedded sensors like Intille [24] and Lee proposes [23].
Activity recognition has been focused on small scale and on reliable environments, therefore
mechanisms to manage unreliable data gathering are rarely treated. Budgie proposes activity
recognition over sensors readings with highly unreliable environments, consequently probabilistic
or heuristic solutions must be addressed as Nugent [25] proposes.
Unreliability is not the only factor that must be addressed in highly scalable pervasive systems,
efficiency levels must be assured as the dimensions of the system increase, the next section
presents related work on pervasive computing at scale.
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2.3. Pervasive Computing at Scale
Mobile devices are as powerful as personal computers of previous years [1] with strong abilities to
collect and store information. In 2009, half billion people accessed the internet from mobile
devices, and this number is expected to double by 2015 as mobile devices become the most
popular way to connect to the internet [33]. Additionally, the cost of the mobile devices sharply
decreases while the access to the devices and the variety of the applications increase [16] [8].
Supporting pervasive computing at scale requires the generation of new approaches and
paradigms to the design of hardware, middleware, networking, and applications [17]. A pervasive
computing system can scale to encompass big number of devices with increase heterogeneity in
device types and communication channels [7]. The volume of the data that the system generates,
collects, stores, transmits and processes increases significantly [1].
Pervasive systems must offer an open, extensible and evolving portfolio of services which
integrate sensor data from a diverse range of sources [7]. The main challenge is to provide
appropriate and consistent adaptive behaviors for the mentioned services in the face of huge
volumes of sensor data unveiling varying degrees of precision, accuracy and dynamism [34].
McKeever [34] categorizes the information that is captured from sensors in four aspects:
Environment, Device, User and Interaction. In the Environment category, variables as the
temperature, humidity or noise level among others are captured. In the Device category, the state
of the devices, the functions of deices and size of memory variables are captured. In the User
category, information like the location, schedule and acceleration of different part of bodies is
captured. Finally, in the Interaction category, the interaction with real objects through RFID and
monitor of keyboard and mouse is captured. Budgie requires detecting activities of individuals on
their daily life; therefore, sensors in all the four aspects are needed.
Lane [35] assures that different sensors produce different types of sensor data, including binary,
continuous numeric, discrete numeric, and featured values. The types of data will have an impact
on techniques chosen to analyze them. Therefore, techniques in order to process sensor readings
can’t be chosen prior to a good analysis of the sensor reading types and categories.
Budgie must be aware of the exposed items on the previous paragraphs, since sensor data is
acquired from a diverse range of sources, moreover, multiple types of sensor data is generated,
for example, GPS generates continuous numeric data, Scheduled generates featured labels with
no specific order and Wi-Fi generates a set of available networks where the user can connect to.
It is also important to remark that the evolution of smart phones has enabled not only the usage
of multiple sensors but big processing power and memory capabilities. Moreover, smart phones
offer several wireless networking interfaces to access network infrastructure and to communicate
directly with one another [1]. An interesting approach is the SCAMPI (Service Platform for Social
Aware Mobile and Pervasive Computing) [36] architecture designed to support distributed task
execution in opportunistic pervasive networks. SCAMPI efficiency increases as the dimension of
the system increases (number of users and number of devices).
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Collaborative applications that are mobile, cloud-based and large-scale, a better strategy is to
collaboratively optimize all the involved parts together, including the server, the network
infrastructure, the devices, and the clients [37].
It would be ideal if Budgie could use a distributed or collaborative architecture over opportunistic
resources. Nevertheless, this approach requires spending valuable resources on mobile devices
that are required for other critical functions like sensor data gathering.
Great efforts have been made into developing pervasive applications at scale and some important
results can be seen in the 2011 NSF Workshop on Pervasive Computing at Scale [38] which main
goal is to discuss the challenges for scaling the future pervasive applications, algorithms, models,
data and systems. The workshop is multi-disciplinary comparable the pervasive systems nature,
and several works are made in HCI, machine learning, data mining, mobile systems, wireless and
sensor networks, smart environments, security and privacy, and signal processing among others.
Krishnan [39] assures that typical activity recognition system focuses on recognizing a small set of
activity labels. A framework is proposed dealing with the problem of irrelevant our out-ofvocabulary samples generated from scaling pervasive systems to work in real-world environments.
The framework is supported with variants of the SVM (Support Vector Machine) [40] algorithms
and promising results has been achieved. Furthermore, Stolterman [41] studies the large device
landscapes from the perspective of the user since people’s interactive environments are not
intentionally designed as a system or as a whole.
Ganesan [10] proposes a framework over crowdsourcing that allows sensor data collection
scalable to millions of users since humans are surprisingly good at filtering sensor data and
identifying the most relevant information. Additionally crowd sourced data processing is
particularly effective as humans are better than existing automated computer algorithms, clear
examples of this can be seen on labeling images [42], transcribing audio [43] and other examples.
Pervasive systems at scale have seen useful applications improving life quality of individuals in
multiple domains. mHealth [44] is a sensing system where mobile phones acts as a gateway
between the sensors and a repository that makes the data accessible to patients or their
caregivers in the healthcare domain. Also a Stress Assistance was developed [11] to metric the
stress on daily activities like changing lanes during driving, conversation and watching TV among
others. The identification of such activities was done using the sensors on the smart phone such as
accelerometer, compass, GPS and microphone.
Sundaram [45] built a system known as the home with pervasive memory, in which every object is
tagged with a RFID sensor. The smart home allow the individual to “ask” any question to any
object, for example, a shirt can answer when it was worn last. Results indicated that when systems
like the mentioned surge in the real-world, people might became less “organized” which can
become a problem in large-term time periods.
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The mentioned works appears widely on different domains and exemplifies that scalable pervasive
systems can be built improving the life quality of individuals, one of Budgie’s main purposes.
Approaches that address scalable issues have encounter what is called the impossible triangle. To
computer applications and high performance computing architects, performance scalability, nonstop service and lossless information transfer appear to be the three edges of an impossible
triangle [46]. Venkatesh [47] assures that efficiency can be achieved manipulating gathered data
from multiple sensors at big scale if data information lose is accepted (at small rates) whether on
the communication channels, in the data manipulation processes or in the pattern detection
process (using heuristics with established margin errors).
Regarding to the Budgie System, small information lose can be accepted if scalable efficiency can
be achieved, implying that data processing can be done with the use of heuristics that allows the
detection of patterns with some margin errors. The use of crowd sourcing in Budgie seems
undesirable as one of the main objectives is to work in a non-intrusive manner and if the activity
categorization is done by subjects, the users will be aware of the system’s complexity.
A Large-scale Profile-based Behavioral Modeling [48] is proposed to achieve behavioral
characterization and profiling based on extensive measurement and analysis of mobile networks
data, using novel efficient data structures (NoSQL technologies) and mined using novel and
advanced data mining algorithms [49].
It is important to notice that a really significant component that any pervasive system at scale
must consider is the one responsible of transforming the raw sensor data into meaningful
information. Chu [9] considers a Sensor Processing Service (SPS) that converts the raw sensor data
to Application Data Units (ADUs): application’s meaningful unit of data. Interesting results are
achieved since a conversion of GPS and accelerometer raw data is made into ADUs that indicates
whether a user is walking, running, cycling, or driving. Budgie System certainly should consider a
Sensor Processing Service which translates the sensor raw data into meaningful activity definition.
Relevant Characteristics
Categorization of sensors
Consideration of multiple types of sensor data
Distributed or collaborative architecture
Non-limited set of activity labels
Crowdsourcing framework
Successful pervasive systems at scale
Tradeoff between efficiency and information loss
NoSQL technologies
Transformation of raw data to meaningful information

Considered Solutions
[34]
[35]
[36] [37]
[39] [41]
[10] [42] [43]
[44] [11] [45]
[46] [47]
[48] [49]
[9]

Table 4- Pervasive Computing at Scale Relevant Characteristics

Table 2 summarizes all the relevant characteristics analyzed so far in the Pervasive Computing at
Scale research area. The Budgie System must use a Sensor Processing Service which has to
translate raw sensor data based on the sensor categorization and types of the sensor data into
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meaningful identified activities. A bulletproof model must be developed for pattern and activity
recognition. Related works suggest that information loss must be assumed in order to achieve
efficiency. Furthermore, NoSQL technologies must be considered.
So far activity recognition works has been unveiled and scalable pervasive systems have been
shown indicating the characteristics that the Budgie System must whether consider or not. Next
section will expose related works regarding to pattern recognition.

2.4. Pattern Recognition
One fundamental pillar of Budgie is developing effective behavioral pattern recognition over the
subjects. Thus far related work recognizing activities has been exposed and scalability attributes
has been disclosed. From now on several methods in pattern detection are explained.
A really good approximation is the one presented by Lin [50] where temporal data mining
techniques are used for extracting information from temporal health records consisting of a time
series of elderly diabetic patients’ tests for pattern detection. Lin [50] uses wavelet feature-based
regression models for pattern recognition. The results of the article indicates that the use of
wavelets in pattern recognition works great when patterns do not follow traditional shapes, but
moves with uncertainty.
The pattern identification is made in three steps. The first step is a structural-based search using
wavelets to find patterns structures. The second step is a structural-based search over the
discovered patterns using the statistical distribution of data values. The third step combines
results from the previous two steps and forms a hybrid model that has the expressive power of
both wavelet analysis and the statistical distribution of the values for global pattern detection.
Even though the use of wavelets result an interesting approach for pattern detection, it is not the
most common mechanism. Related works presented on the activity recognition section uses
machine learning algorithms in order to discover activities.
In machine learning, pattern recognition is the assignment of a label to a given input value. For
example, given an email it is possible to classify it as spam or non-spam [51]. Pattern recognition in
machine learning is generally categorized according to the type of learning procedure used to
generate the output value [52].
Supervised learning assumes that a set of training data (the training set) has been provided where
a set of instances have been properly hand labeled with the correct output. In EPSICAR [18] an
Emerging Patterns approach is made which can be classified as a supervised learning algorithm
since a training set is developed where subjects establish the ground truth between sensor
readings and the developed activity. EPSICAR project obtained accuracy levels between 80% and
90%.
Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, assumes training data has not been hand-labeled, and
attempts to find inherent patterns in the data that can be used to determine the correct output
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value for new data instances. Munguia [19] uses unsupervised learning algorithms and the
accuracy of activity recognition ranges from 25% to 89%. Unreliable results are achieved since
activity recognition with 25% of accuracy represents really low levels of certainty.
A combination of the two pattern recognition categorization in machine learning that has recently
been explored [40] [53] is the semi-supervised learning, which uses a combination of labeled and
unlabeled data. Nugent [20] uses this approach in activity recognition with accuracy levels above
70%.
Machine learning mechanisms for pattern detection are widely used [51] and a collection of
machine learning algorithms is publicly available known as Weka [54]. It is possible to use
supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning methods.
Mentioned machine learning approaches works smoothly on small scale systems, where training
sets can be hand labeled, but when scalable issues are addressed (rapidly increasing number of
users and devices), training sets seems unlikely and unsupervised learning methods don’t achieve
reasonable accuracy levels [19].
Budgie System inevitably lies in a context where multiple users and multiple devices are
generating data continuously from a large number of sensors. Therefore, machine learning
approximations are not suitable. Pattern matching algorithms are the opposite of machine
learning approaches, since it looks for exact matches in the input with pre-existing patterns.
Pattern matching algorithms can be easily parallelized since pre-existing patterns are sought
within all the data set independently. It is possible to see in [48] and [49] pattern matching
algorithms over NoSQL technologies and map reduce frameworks. Patterns are detected with
accuracy proportional to the defined pre-existing patterns which are sought. In sake of efficiency,
margin errors are allowed.
It is quite more suitable to use pattern matching algorithms in Budgie to identify patterns since its
nature allows parallelization which is a key factor in order to achieve good efficiency in highly
scalable systems.
In order to retrieve and store information in scalable environments Multi-Dimensional approaches
are widely used in pervasive application. Aoumeur [55] defines a multi-dimensional Architecture
for Behavior-Intensive Adaptive Pervasive Applications where several storage cubes are defined in
order to retrieve data in an efficiently manner. Paspallis [56] develops an autonomic reasoning
system, where a novel multi-dimensional utility model is introduced to mitigate the complexity
inherent in the development of pervasive systems.
One of the most relevant works done to manipulate multi-dimensional data is the one proposed
by Dayal [57] on the OLAP-Based Scalable Profiling of Customer Behavior. The system incorporates
big data sets of customers’ behavior and it is subsequently analyzed with an OLAP Engine that
generates Profile and Pattern Cubes from the data warehouse. The model defines clearly how the
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cube is generated and how they are used to summarize all the relevant information of a single
customer for a posterior analysis and visualization purposes.
Relevant Characteristics
Pattern recognition through wavelets
Pattern recognition through machine learning
Pattern recognition through pattern matching
Multidimensional model for information retrieval

Considered Solutions
[50]
[18] [19] [20]
[48] [49]
[55] [56] [57]

Table 5 - Pattern Recognition Relevant Characteristics

Three techniques to recognize patterns were presented and their weaknesses and strengths were
analyzed. Wavelets perform well where the data not follows a particular shape but requires high
computational resources. Machine learning has a good performance if a training set is developed a
priori which seems not feasible in scalable systems. Pattern matching seems to be the most
accurate solution to use in Budgie since it is possible to detect patterns in a parallelized manner.
Additionally, in order to develop efficient information retrieval in Budgie, a multidimensional
model can be integrated clearly defining the dimensions where the information can be retrieved
as the presented works suggest.
Characteristic
Robust activity definition model
Sensors available on daily life
Interaction with non-computational objects
Wearable sensors
Multiple sensors usage
Distributed and collaborative architectures
Models support unreliable data gathering
Strong sensor processing units
Use of NoSQL technologies
Pattern recognition using wavelets
Pattern recognition using ML algorithms
Pattern recognition using pattern matching
Multidimensional model for information retrieval

Presented works
No
Partially
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes

Budgie
Strongly desired
Strongly desired
Beyond the scope
Unintended
Strongly desired
Unintended
Strongly desired
Desired
Desired
Desired
Unintended
Desired
Strongly desired

Table 6 – Characteristic comparison between Budgie and evaluated solutions

So far a walkthrough in all the relevant areas regarding to Budgie has been unveiled; activity and
pattern recognition techniques have been explained clearly presenting their weaknesses and
strengths, and several works in pervasive systems at scale has been illustrated.
Table 4 presents a comparison between all the evaluated works and Budgie through the most
relevant characteristics. The table allows observing where Budgie differentiates from the actual
approaches and which characteristics are not necessary and Budgie or simply out of scope.
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3

BUDGIE STRATEGY

Budgie main purpose is to identify behavioral-patterns on the individual activities to generate
pertinent notifications and alerts improving his daily life and activities. So far this purpose seems
intangible as there is no clear definition of what is an activity, a behavioral-pattern and a pertinent
notification or alert.
An activity represents a task or action from an individual over a time period. The task can be
performed with a purpose that defines its characteristics and how each individual performs, based
on his habits and preferences. Thus an activity is characterized by the periodicity, the resources
and processes that are involved, the device were the task is being performed and the answers to
the “with whom”, “where” and “when” questions.
Once the characterization of an individual’s activities is made, behavioral patterns can be inferred
from the related habits. Detecting the mentioned patterns, new pertinent activities and
improvements can be recommended to the individual.
E.g. is interesting to consider the routes that one individual uses on his daily transport to generate
specific alerts and not global route recommendations. Similarly, simple actions like enabling or
disabling the GPS sensor or the Wi-Fi network connectivity to improve the battery life of the
device and switching the ringer profile to silent when the user starts a meeting a possible.
The Activity Definition model defines and gives classification criteria for the individuals’ activities.
It clearly explains how an activity is composed and how given some variables it is possible to
classify the activity’s type.
The Behavioral-Pattern model presents how a set of activities that were previously identified as
the preceding model suggests can be used to identify Behavioral-Patterns. It also presents a multidimensional approach for storage and retrieval. Finally, it presents the heuristic algorithms that
are used in order to find patterns.
The Alert-Generation model explains how based on the detected behavioral pattern of the
individual the alerts and recommendation are generated.
In-depth explanation of each model is presented in this chapter.

3.1.

Activity Definition Model

An activity is classified in five categories and is composed by a set of relevant and enabling
variables that is analyzed subsequently for Behavior-pattern detection.
3.1.1. Activity Classification
This sub-model proposes a classification of the activity in five categories: what-is, where-is-done,
how-is-done, with-whom and when-is done (Fig 3).
What-is defines and activity globally, and it is the outcome of making a good definition in the four
remaining categories. What-is classifies an activity in five possible types: Shift Activity, which is
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related to a transportation activity; Labor Activity, which is related to any activity involved with the
job of the individual; Academic Activity, which is directly related to an studying activity; Leisure
and Hobbies, which involves sports or any activity with a leisure purpose and Basic Activity, related
to all those that can’t fit in any of the other types, for example going to the bank or just eating.

Figure 3 - Activity Definition - Categories

Where-is-done classifies the location of the activity (where it takes place). Figure 3 explains all the
information that must be gathered to categorize the location of an activity. The shape indicates
whether it is done in one single point, a set of points (lines) or a series of lines (polygon). The
possible types are not mutually exclusive; an activity with all three types defined gives full-detail
information. The spatial location is a geo-reference of a place, generally the latitude and longitude
of the location or simply the address. The specific place gives a symbolic interpretation of the
location. A category place is just the relation between the location and one of the types in the
what-is classification.

Figure 4 - Activity Definition - Where is done

The granularity defines three possible levels with different types of accuracy, the first level is just a
general approximation of the location, the second level gives enough information of the location
and the third level contains a detailed description of the place. Figure 4
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depicts the sensors that gather the information that is used for the classification, GPS for outdoor
location, Wi-Fi and accelerometer for indoor location and Proximity-Based heuristics and Schedule
for other kinds of location.
One of the most important sensors through all the system is the GPS, but tracking the location
constantly can result in useless data which effort implies high battery-consumption (the most
valuable resource on mobile devices) and expensive data processing. Therefore the While-activity
policy is critical to avoid the mentioned situation. This policy consists on increasing the frequency
of trace if the location is changed and decreasing it otherwise.

Figure 5 - Activity Definition GPS Sensor

The Pre-post-activity policy just ensures that a location is traced before the beginning of the
activity and after the end of the activity so that no GPS signals locations are avoided on indoor
activity cases.
The measure taken is the longitude, latitude, altitude and precision values of the point while the
Transformation Policy changes this measure to a postal address using external services as those
provided by Google and Open Street Maps [58] or to a symbolic label using external services as
those provides by Foursquare [6].

Figure 6 - Activity Definition Wi-fi Sensor
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The Wi-fi sensor is used mainly for indoor location. The While-activity policy has the same
behavior as the one mentioned in the GPS sensor and there is no Pre-post-activity policy since no
relevant purpose emerges from gathering the data before and after the activity time interval.
The measure taken is a set of access points (SSID), with some additional values for each access
point if possible: the angle of arrival (AoA), the time of arrival (ToA) and the received signal
strength (RSS). The Transformation Policy retrieves the location in terms of the specified in the
Where-is-done category. To make the transformation two tools must be developed prior to the
use of the system: the routing tables, which translates an access point to a particular place and an
indoor map, which translates the other values (AoA, ToA and RSS) to a specific point in the indoor
map.

Figure 7 - Activity Definition Accelerometer Sensor

The accelerometer is used to identify the type of movement that an individual is doing in his
current activity finding the shape defined in the Where-is-done category. A burst of measures are
gathered in the x, y and z axis so that they can be transformed to a possible pattern identification
of movement like walking, sitting or standing. It is important to take into account some limitations
of this sensor for movement detections, as it doesn’t mark any pattern when the individual is
being transported on any vehicle.

Figure 8 - Activity Definition Schedule Sensor
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The individual schedule is used to capture the location label of an event. This data is gathered by
accessing the events that the user includes on any of his digital calendars (the ones that are
synchronized with the user electronic devices). There is no While-activity policy, since it is unlikely
to change in-between the activity. Pre-post-activity policy consists on checking if the activity has
been rescheduled or modified prior to its beginning. The checking process increases exponentially
as the activity is near to start, since last moment changes appear frequently.
The Transformation Policy consists on using the location label on the schedule or by possible
inferences that might be done from the priority or description labels. Some users might include
the location on the description or higher priority might tell that the location is more likely to be
work or academic places.

Figure 9 - Activity Definition Proximity Based

The Proximity-Based sensor tries to acquire the location of an individual by tracing the Where-is
category of the individuals that are near-by. To obtain the near-by individuals different approaches
are made: individuals which devices detect Bluetooth connections between each other, individuals
which visible access points (Wi-fi) on their computational devices are similar, individuals which
appear to be within a defined distance (E.g: below to 10 meters) using the data gathered by GPS
sensor of each individual.
For example, if the current location of an individual is unknown since his Wi-fi and GPS sensors are
off and he don’t register events on any of his calendars for the current time-period the only way to
detect his location is to use the Proximity-Based mechanism. If the Near-By mechanism returns a
set of individuals (whether detected by Bluetooth, Wi-fi or GPS), for each one the Where-is-done
category is analyzed and then, if a location is detected for any of the individuals neighbors, it is
assumed as his location, or at least, approximated location.
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Figure 10 - Activity Definition How is Done

How-is-done specifies the particular set of computational devices (including its profiles and set of
processes) that an individual uses in a particular activity. It is mandatory to define the type of
every process and the device where it is taking place. The possible types are mobile device
process, desktop device process and web application, with an impact classification that can be
main process or sideline process.
The classification of the process is made in 10 categories as seen on Figure 10, which try to cover
all the spectrum of applications and processes, which can be finally translated to an specific
category in the What-is label.

Figure 11 - Activity Definition - Mobile and Desktop device process
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Retrieving the information of a mobile or a desktop device process is done by following the
policies and taking the measures described on figure 11. The While-activity policy searches
constantly for new processes that have been started on the device, whether by push or pull
methods, depending on the underlying operating system. The Pre-post-activity policies are simple:
map the processes before the beginning of the activity against the processes after the end of the
activity. The measure taken is the name of the process, the priority of the process and the actual
state which will be transformed to one of the categories defined and the priority and state is
transformed into an impact.

Figure 12 - Activity Definition - Web Application Process

Web application processes where separated into a single category since they play a significant role
in the categorization of an activity. To retrieve the relevant information of a web application
process it is important to detect the set of URL’s that an individual surf and then transform the
measures taken into specific services which can be done by crawling the metadata of the pages or
using external directories.
So far the Where-is-done and How-is-done categories give a wide vision of the activity. Withwhom and When-is-done categories complement the definition but are not fundamental.
When-is-done is a simple category that sets the time-period values of the beginning and the end of
an activity. It is obtained with the schedule sensor that was previously explained on figure 8 or by
noticing abrupt changes on the other categories. With-whom category simply analyzes who is near
to the individual either by Bluetooth, Wi-fi, GPS or schedule invitations label to an event.

Figure 13 - Activity Definition - With whom and When is done
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Summarizing so far, the activity definition sub-model allows a pervasive system to acquire a fulldetail description of an individual activity. Moreover, the activity is classified into semantic
categories that might give useful information for posterior analysis of individual behavior, which is
basically the main objective of the sub-models explained in the next chapters.
3.1.2. Relevant-Enabling Variables
The activity definition previously presented allows the system to summarize and categorize any
activity that any individual is conducting; nonetheless without a standard definition of the relevant
variables that must be measured it is impossible to trace an evolution in time of the activities. In
order to define a uniform manner, a total of 18 relevant-enabling (R-E) variables were defined.

Figure 14 - Relevant-Enabling (R-E) Variables

Figure 14 presents the 18 defined (R-E) variables. There exist five R-E variables across all the five
activity categories. Periodicity of the activity detects how often the activity takes place, Emotional
condition express the sentiment that the individual has across the activity, Set of computational
tools contains all the processes that the individual is using through his computational devices,
Device profiles indicates whether the device is in silent, vibrate or normal mode for each device if
it applies and Individuals working describes with who the activity is being developed.
Shift activity has five specific R-E variables: Weather, Traffic, Time-to-arrive, Conveyance and
From-to. Those R-E variables summarize all the factors that are pertinent to consider when the
individual is moving from one site to another. All the activities that are non-shift have three R-E
variables in common: near-by traffic that represents the traffic jam surrounding the place where
the activity is being performed, Specific place that is just a symbolical and a geographical notation
of the activity spot and time period with the start and end date-time.
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The R-E variable denominated task-complexity measures the focus level of the individual in the
activity; it is a common variable in the Labor and the Academic activities.
The work-environment variable captures the noise and temperature level of the environment
where the activity is being carried. The classroom-environment variable is equivalent to the workenvironment variable but it has more strict standards.
There are two common R-E variables between a Basic and a Leisure activity. The first one,
Congestion & Queue, captures the amount of people that is actually on a place where the
individual is doing an activity. The last one, Capability of Reschedule, is a simple variable that
measures whether the activity is possible to be reassigned in another time period.
The main idea behind defining all these variables is to describe widely the activity so that a trace of
these variables is possible and a detailed analysis (described later) in the evolution over time of
the activities result in pattern detection that allows pertinent alert and notification generation.
Following each variable is explained with a measure type that can be whether categorical (with or
without a specific order) or quantitative, a measure description, a measure range, the set of
components that are involved to capture the information and the needed sensors.
Table 7 - Periodicity of the Activity

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Quantitative – Continuous and categorical - Ordinal
Times {times per period}
Times
[0,1000]
Time period
[minutes, hours, days, months]
When-is-done
Calendar and system detection
Table 8 - Emotional Condition

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Categorical – Ordinal
Emotion name
Emotion name
[Curiosity, Interest, Happiness / Confusion / Frustation, Boredom,
Distraction / Tiredness, Neutral]
How-is-done
Calendar and system detection
Table 9 - Set of Computational Tools

Measure Type
Measure Description
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Categorical - Nominal
{device 1: (application 1 – category , …, application N - category),..,
device N: (application 1 – category, …, application N - category)}

Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Device:
[mobile, tablet, desktop, laptop]
Application:
process name
Category:
[Audio and music, Internet browser, Entertainment and games,
Financial tools , Maps and location services, News and reference,
Organizers and timesavers, Photo and video tool, Productivity tools,
Social networking and communication, Utilities ]
How-is-done
Device Daemon – Process Listener
Table 10 - Devices Profiles (Mobile - Tablet)

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range
Components
Sensors

Categorical - ordinal
{ mobile device – profile, tablet device – profile}
Profile:
[very busy, busy, only important, only relevant, available]
How-is-done
Device Daemon – Process Listener
Table 11 - Individuals Working (with-on)

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Categorical- Nominal and Binary
{individual 1 – category, …, individual N – category}
Individual:
Individual name
Category:
[with, on]
With-whom
Calendar, GPS, Bluetooth, Wi-fi
Table 12 - Weather

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range
Components
Sensors

Categorical- Ordinal
Current weather
Weather:
[sunny, rainy, stormy, cloudy]
Where-is-done
GPS + Weather services, Weather measurement device
Table 13 - Traffic

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range
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Categorical- Ordinal
[point 1 – traffic jam, …, point N - traffic jam]
Points:
points in the route (each 200m)
Traffic jam:
[low, moderate, heavy, standstill]
Traffic jam:

Components
Sensors

[low, moderate, heavy, standstill]
Where-is-done
System detection, GPS + Traffic services, Noise detector, Geocode
services
Table 14 - Time to Arrive

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Quantitative - Discrete
date – time
Date:
DD/MM/YYYY
Time:
hh:mm (24 hour format)
When-is-done
Calendar, System detection
Table 15 - Conveyance

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Categorical - Nominal
Transport medium
Transport medium:
[own car, cab, conventional bus, bus transit rapid, metro, bicycle,
pedestrian]
How-is-done
GPS, Calendar, System detection
Table 16 - From-to

Measure Type
Measure Description

Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Categorical – Nominal, Quantitative - Continuous
{point 0 latitude-longitude – point 0 address, point 1 latitudelongitude – point 1 address, …, point N latitude-longitude, point N
address, point F latitude-longitude, Point F address}
Point X latitude-longitude:
latitude [-90, 90]
longitude [-180, 180]
Point X address:
Geocoded address
Where-is-done
GPS, System detection, periodicity, Geocode Services.
Table 17 - Near-by-Traffic

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
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Categorical – Nominal - Ordinal
{point 1 – traffic jam, …, point N - traffic jam}
Points:
points surrounding activity place (within 200m)
Traffic jam:
[low, moderate, heavy, standstill]
Where-is-done

Sensors

GPS, System detection, periodicity, Geocode services
Table 18 - Specific Place

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Categorical - Ordinal
{spatial location (first, second and third level), specific place (first,
second and third level), category place (first, second and third level)}
Spatial location
City, country – Zone - Address.
Specific place
Organization, area, room
Category place
Category, service institution, service
Where-is-done
Calendar, Wi-Fi, GPS, Proximity-Based, Accelerometer
Table 19 - Time Period

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Quantitative - Discrete
{date-time start, date-time finish}
Date (start – finish):
DD/MM/YYYY
Time (start – finish):
hh:mm (24 hour format)
When-is-done
Calendar, System detection
Table 20 - Congestion & Queue

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range
Components
Sensors

Categorical - Nominal
Congestion Intensity
Congestion intensity:
[low, moderate, heavy]
How-is-done
GPS, Bluetooth, Calendar, Accelerometer
Table 21 - Capability of Reschedule

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range
Components
Sensors

Categorical - Nominal
Reschedule possibility
Reschedule possibility:
[not-possible, may-be, possible]
How-is-done
Calendar, System detection
Table 22 - Task Complexity

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range
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Categorical - Nominal
Task complexity
Task complexity

Components
Sensors

[low, medium, high]
How-is-done
Emotional state, Magpie prompter
Table 23 - Work Environment

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Categorical - Nominal
{noise level, temperature level}
Noise level:
[silent, acceptable, noisy]
Temperature level:
[cold, cool, warm, hot]
Where-is-done
Temperature measurement devices, Device microphone
Table 24 - Classroom Environment

Measure Type
Measure Description
Measure Range

Components
Sensors

Categorical - Nominal
{noise level, temperature level}
Noise level:
[silent, acceptable, noisy]
Temperature level:
[cold, cool, warm, hot]
Where-is-done
Temperature measurement devices, Device microphone

Figure 15 – Representation of An activity

Figure 15 conceptualize an Activity with all the retrieved information. There is an individual
identifier which attributes the activity to a particular individual, a category between the five
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possible types of activities and all the R-E variables classified and measured that applies for the
current activity type.
3.1.3. Evolution of activities and Transformation of R-E variables
The activity definition and composition has been unveiled so far. The next step is to trace each
activity for each individual so that an evolution and a transformation of R-E variables are
registered for posterior analysis. Two possibilities are considered: trace of the evolution of
activities for each individual and equivalent-activity progress. The former is related to describe the
evolution of an individual in time, while the latter is related to describe the evolution of similar or
equivalent activities through time. The notion of similarity and equivalence between activities is
explained on the next paragraphs.

Figure 16 - Conceptualized evolution of individual activities

The evolution of individual activities is traced for a posterior detection of behavioral-pattern. The
Figure 16 illustrates a conceptual evolution of activities for a particular individual; it can be
explained on common language as: the individual eats breakfast, goes to work, works, launch,
works, studies, goes to the gym, does exercise, goes home, eats dinner and finally sleeps. A
simplistic way to predict this behavior suggests that what might be done by the individual on the
near future is to eat breakfast and then go to work. This simplistic pattern is used just for
illustrative purposes, complex pattern detection mechanisms are explained on further chapters. It
is fair to clarify that the presented evolution is not part of an experimental result, but a conceptual
manner with visualization purposes.
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The evolution of similar or equivalent activities through time is traced for a posterior detection of
behavioral-pattern on only those kinds of activities. In order to classify activities as similar or
equivalent a clear criteria is defined as follows. If two activities have the same category, they are
categorized as similar. If the compared activities have exactly the same value on a set of defined
variables (Figure 17) they are categorized as equivalent. Finally, if the compared activities have
measure values within a range for the set of defined variables, they are categorized as alike.

Figure 17 - Evolution of individual activities

There exist two R-E variables for each type of activity that are labeled as defining variable (Figure
19); both are used to classify the type of activity (supported by the activity definition
components), therefore a comparison of this variables between two activities gives a clear criteria
of similarity as shown.

3.2.

Behavioral-Pattern Model

Once activities are fully defined and explained through the five established categories and the
description of the eighteen R-E variables, it is pertinent to explain how the behavior-pattern submodel works to detect patterns across the individuals and the activities. Also, it is necessary to
explain how the data will be stored across the system, it is important to notice that the resulting
data gathered from multiple individuals with multiple sensors increases in an overwhelming
manner and a standard and efficient method is needed. Also, two mechanisms are used to detect
patterns. The first one uses a set of heuristics that finds predefined patterns with an error margin.
The second mechanism proposes wavelets generation that replicates the pattern so that is can be
used for prediction purposes.
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Figure 18 - Behavioral-Pattern Definition

Figure 18 summarizes the Behavioral-Pattern definition process. First, the R-E variables are
defined, classified and measured as the Activity sub-model proposes. Then the evolution of
activities is traced in both ways (individual evolution and similar activity evolution). Finally,
behavioral-pattern is detected for the individual and the community. In the next sections the
multi-dimensional model is defined for the storage and retrieval process and the pattern
identification mechanisms are detailed.
3.2.1. Multi-dimensional model for storage and retrieval
So far multiple dimensions have been defined implicitly in order to trace the evolution of activities
for each individual. The first dimension is the individual edge, where all the individuals of the
system appear. The second dimension is the time dimension where the system is enabled. The
third dimension is the category of the activity, with a range of five possible values. Then, the
fourth dimension is the set of R-E variables that are measured for each activity. Consequently, a 4th dimensional cube is defined to store all the information of the system so that any data can be
retrieved for a given time.
It is clear that each dimension of the cube grows rapidly and high scalability features must be
considered. The biggest challenge of the Budgie model for storage and retrieval resides on the
performance quality attribute while the dimensions of the system increases, therefore, traditional
cubes for data storing and retrieval does not meet the needed requirements. However, the multidimensional approach presented in the next paragraphs does address scalability issues.
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Before explaining the nature of the multi-dimensional cubes, is appropriate to define a set of
attributes that are called to retrieve information.
(1)
(2)
The activity attribute (eq.1) is used to retrieve a set of activities that fulfills the defined
parameters. The first parameter is the time-period that can be whether the initial and final date
time, a punctual date time or always (eq.3). The second parameter is the set of individuals (eq.4)
and the last parameter is whether the activities are similar, equivalent, alike or all (eq 5, 6, 7).
(
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|
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(3)
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]
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]

(6)
(7)

The measure attribute (eq.2) is used to retrieve a set of measures for a defined set of variables
and a set of activities. The set of variables are those R-E variables that are pertinent for a posterior
analysis (eq.8). The set of activities can be retrieved using the activity attribute (eq.1.) or by
knowing their identifications (eq.9)
(
(

)
)

(8)
(9)

Both Measure and Activity attributes are used through the multi-dimensional model to cut the
edges of the cubes so that the information is simplified for a more efficient analysis.
The level 1 (Figure 23) is the community Cube and it contains all the information that the system
has stored so far. It can be cut in the time-period dimension (eq.10). The next level cube can be
either the individual cube or the activity cube, and to be obtained a cut in the individual dimension
is done for the former (eq.11) and a cut in the comparison parameters (equivalent, similar or alike)
for the latter (eq.12).
The next level is the individual-activity Cube, where both cuts are made, generating all the
activities that satisfy the comparison parameters defined for a set of particular individuals (eq.13).
Finally the last level is the measure cube, a final cut made in the R-E variables dimension, so that
the set of variables is delimited (eq.14).
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Figure 19 - Multi-dimensional cube levels

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
This multi-dimensional cube model allows the system to obtain rapidly any data. Level 1 cube is
rarely used given its gigantic dimensions. Level 2 cubes are used for tracing the evolution of
activities for any particular individual as to trace similar, alike or equivalent activities for an
individual or a particular set of individuals with the support of the level 3 cubes (Fig 19). The level
4 cubes are used to evaluate only a set of particular measures and not all of them for all R-E
variables.
3.2.2. Pattern-Recognition over activities and R-E variables
One of the Budgie Behavioral-Pattern model main objectives is to achieve a remarkable
performance on obtaining the resulting patterns, so far efficient models has been set up to store
and retrieve the information of the individuals’ activities, now is appropriate to elaborate efficient
mechanisms to detect patterns. As previously mentioned, Budgie model proposes two
mechanisms to detect patterns. The first one is the usage of a set of heuristic algorithms that
allows the detection of predefined types of patterns with an error margin, whilst the second one
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constructs a set of wavelets for a posterior prediction of possible values (Wavelets construction) as
suggested by [50]. For the set of heuristic algorithms map-reduce techniques are used over the
Hadoop framework with outstanding results or as seen in [51] where patterns are identified in big
data online media. Wavelets approach is evaluated in a simultaneously master thesis in course.
The set of heuristic algorithms seeks for predefined pattern types that can be constant, periodic,
and linear (increasing or decreasing) (Fig 20). Also a no pattern type is considered advertising that
no specific shape appears.

Figure 20 - Multi-dimensional cube levels

Not all patterns apply to all type of data. Nominal types of data can’t have linear pattern given its
no order nature, while ordinal and quantitative (either continuous or discrete) can have a linear
pattern. Therefore, three functions are defined as equations below explain.
(10)
(11)
(12)
Parameters are defined as follows; category can be nominal, ordinal, discrete or continuous. Label
applies for categorical data (nominal and ordinal) and is a set of the possible values that the data
may take, labels are ordered if data is nominal. Range only applies for continuous and discrete
data and is the interval of possible values. Scale only applies for discrete data and it explains the
possible values that the data may take. Value is the set of data where the pattern is going to be
searched. The last parameter delta is the margin error in percentage that the system is willing to
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assume. Each R-E variable explained has a defined value for each attribute; category, range and
scale so that setting up each R-E variable for posterior pattern detection is not a difficult task.
All three function returns three types of information: the realDelta double variable which indicates
the error margin found on the detected pattern, the hasPattern boolean variable which returns
wheter the pattern was found or not by comparing the delta given as a parameter with the
realDelta that result as an outcome of the function and the pattern variable which contains the
detected pattern. The type of the pattern variable depends on the used function. Constant pattern
function returns a single value which represents the detected pattern. Periodic pattern function
returns a set of values which represents the detected pattern. Linear pattern function returns the
slope and intercept of the detected lineal function.
So far, these three functions allow detecting specific predefined patterns generating an outcome
that fulfills the prediction requirements. The algorithms are not too complex and its nature allows
them to run in a distributed environment. The pseudo-codes for all the algorithms are shown
below.
function searchConstantPattern(category, labels, range, scale, values, )
hasConstantPattern  false
constantValue  0
tempValues  {0} of valueQuantity
actualValue  0
real

0

for (i  0 to #values) do
actualValue  values[i]
add(actualValue, tempValues)
end-for
constantValue getMostFrequent(tempValues)
real  getNonValue(tempValues, constantValue)/#values
if( > real ) do
hasConstantPattern  true
end-if
return hasConstantPattern, constantValue, real
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end-function
Algorithm 1 – Detecting Constant Patterns

The searchConstantPattern algorithm works as follows:
function searchPeriodicPattern(category, labels, range, scale, values, )
hasPeriodicPattern  false
periodicPattern  {0}
actualValue  0
real

0
1

lowestReal
tempReal

1

tempPattern {0}
for (i  0 to #values) do
matchPeriodicPattern(values, i, tempReal ,

)

if (tempReal <lowestReal ) do
lowestReal

 tempReal

periodicPattern  tempPattern
end-if
end-for
if( > real ) do
hasPeriodicPattern  true
end-if
return hasPeriodicPattern, constantValue, real
end-function
Algorithm 2 – Detecting Periodic Patterns

function matchPeriodicPattern(values, i, tempReal ,
nonValue  0
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)

for (j  0 to i) do
tempValues  {0} of valueQuantity
for( k 1 < #values/i) do
add(tempValues, values[j*k])
end-if
constantValue getMostFrequent(tempValues)
nonValue  nonValue + getNonValue(tempValues, constantValue)
tempPattern  tempPattern + {constantValue}
end-for
tempReal  nonValue / #values
end-function
Algorithm 3 – Matching Periodic Pattern

function searchLinearPattern(
hasLinearPattern  false
slope 0
intercept 0
real

0

rxy  calculateCorrelationCoefficient(values)
sy  calculateStandardDeviation(values, image)
sx  calculateStandardDeviation(values, range)
slope rxy*sy/sx
intercept  ymean(values) – slope*xmean(values)
if( > sy) do
hasLinearPattern  true
end-if
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)

return hasLinearPattern, slope, intercept, real
end-function
Algorithm 4 – Detecting Linear Patterns

The outlined mechanism works well when the time period is defined and the data has a welldefined pattern. It seems to be a good approach for detecting behavioral patterns in human
individuals, given their nature where patterns can be found on activities that are done daily,
weekly or monthly. Nonetheless, this heuristic can omit patterns that do not occur on the
predefined time-period and that follows any other shape, the second mechanism tries to avoid the
disadvantages of the predefined pattern detection.
The Wavelet construction method builds a wavelet for a real-time data stream that is delivered to
the system; this real-time stream are the measure values of the desired R-E variable or the type of
activities evolution in a time-series function.
In particular the Haar wavelet transform is used, generating a sequence of rescaled “squareshaped” functions which together form wavelet family or basis. The process generates the wavelet
coefficients and the live-stream is simplified storing only the coefficient and the Haar wavelet.
Then, a comparison between the coefficients is made through all the wavelet recursively, and,
when similar coefficients are found, then a pattern is identified. Given the Haar properties, is it
possible to reconstruct the wave; if a pattern is identified using the coefficients, it is possible to
predict possible future values.
The Haar Wavelet transform is a powerful tool for pattern detection, but its complexity is widely a
high limitation. Nevertheless, both mechanisms are considered for proper pattern detection on
individuals’ behavior.

3.3.

Alert Generation Model

Once Behavioral-Patterns are identified, the remaining goal is to generate pertinent alerts and
notifications. The basic concept that allows the model to work is based on a simple analysis.
Patterns are detected; therefore it is possible to predict in the near future the activity that any
individual will be doing with some predicted values for each R-E variable. The system will check if
the individual’s current activity corresponds with the expected values; there are two possible
reasons for a no correspondence: the first one is that the detected pattern doesn’t fit the
individual’s real trend or those possible suggestions or recommendations can be made for the
individual.
Budgie Alert-Generation Sub-model follows five simple steps that allow the detection of
differences between what the individual should do and the reality. The first step is to define a set
of time-periods where the patterns are searched. The second step is to manipulate the detected
patterns on the individuals’ behavioral pattern to contrast against the actual or expected activities
and R-E variables values. The third step is to analyze the difference between the expected and the
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reality generating a set of suggestions and recommendations based on the individual and the
community. The fifth step presents the set of suggestions or recommendations in an adequate
manner to the individual.
Both presented mechanisms for pattern detection previously can be used independently. The first
one (predefined patterns over predefined time periods with heuristic algorithms) needs high
computational resources, nevertheless good distribution of the algorithm (map-reduce
techniques) allows this mechanism possible. The second mechanism (wavelet construction) allows
better granularity and is more flexible detecting unknown patterns but it also needs high
computational resources.
Behavior of individuals seems to replicate constantly on some time periods. Activities trends seem
to appear intuitively on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. Figure below summarizes the time
periods that result more relevant.

Figure 21 - Time Periods and Process for pattern-cube generation

Individuals repeat their behavior on a daily basis, for example, individuals do almost the same
activities (with some variations) on weekdays and weekends, but doing a monthly analysis result
either relevant since some patterns occurs only few days of a month. Finally, analyzing the year
period is also relevant because individuals may have different behavior on vacations as they do on
normal work periods.
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Figure 22 - Pattern-cube with activity evolution for individuals

For each time-period a multi-dimensional cube is loaded, then, two kinds of patterns are searched
on those cubes. The first pattern is searched over the evolution of activities in time for each
individual. Figure above resumes the process. The second pattern traces for each activity in the
resulting cube an Activity-pattern cube, figure below resumes the process.

Figure 23 - Pattern-cube with R-E variables evolution

Once the cubes are generated, it convenient to follow a simple process that will allow the system
to generate appropriate alerts and notifications for each individual.
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The first step is to determinate for the individual which activity he is doing next. Once this is done,
an activity-cube is generated and the actual values are measured (individuals in the community
doing the same activity), if the actual values differ from the expected values, a notification or alert
is generated. This can occur for example in a shift activity, when an individual is about to move
from home to work, all the shift activities that are being developed near-by are measured, if an
unexpected traffic jam is detected, the individual will be notified and also a possible alternate
route may be suggested (if some individual has used another possible route with lower traffic
jam).
The second step is to determinate which activity the individual is doing actually; if the measured
values of the R-E variables have not taken the expected values, a notification or alert is generated
for the individual. For example, if the individual is about to start a meeting, but its mobile device
profile is on loud; a notification would suggest turning it on silent mode.
Finally, the community can help to improve the performance of the activities of an individual. For
example, if an individual frequently pay his bills on a time-period where the bank is crowded and
other individuals does it on another period where there is no congestion, an alert or notification is
generated indicating that rescheduling this activity might result on a reduction in time. This
process can balance congestions and queues in an autonomic and self-regulatory way.
Examples like this occur all around the 18 R-E defined variables, so, multiple alerts and
notifications can be generated that tries to improve the development of the individual activities.
These notifications can’t be defined from the beginning, as they are constructed dynamically.
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4

BUDGIE DESIGN

The three explained sub-models lay foundations where the Budgie System (BS) lies. BS is
composed of four subsystems: two mobile applications (one for data tracking and the other for
recommendation delivery) a web server and a main processor sever. Figure below details the
global system architecture.

Figure 24 – Budgie General Architecture

The Budgie Tracker Mobile Application BT (1) constantly obtains the information related to the
interaction of the device with the environment and the interaction of the individual with the
device for further synchronization with the main server.
The Budgie Main Processor Server BMP (2) manipulates the gathered information sent from each
individual’s device for a proper and adequate persistence. BMP processes all the information from
all the individuals to generate pattern identification using a map-reduce framework. Finally BMP
uses the detected patterns to generate alerts and recommendations that are delivered to the
individual.
The Budgie Recommender Mobile Application (3) retrieves the alerts and recommendations
generated by BMP for the specific individual. All these alerts and recommendations are scheduled
on the user’s device so that they are shown unobtrusively.
The Budgie Web Server BWS (4) retrieves the detected patterns data and presents it on interactive
and attractive charts for in-depth analysis of the performance and accuracy of the patterndetection algorithms.
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So far the BS architecture allows an easy fulfillment of the main purpose of the Budgie Model:
generating pertinent alerts and recommendations to the individuals based on their behavioralpattern over proper activity identification.
Communication channels presented in red indicates external communication of the system while
red channels indicate internal communication. BMP communicates with BT and BWS through a
web service mechanism over the SOAP protocol using the WSDL format for heterogeneity
purposes. Row data is sent using a Base64 String transformation and always a feedback is
submitted whether indicating the correct or incorrect data shipping. The communication channel
between the BWS and the Web Client is done through a RESTful service using the JSON format for
efficiency purposes.
The rest of the chapter explains the particular architecture of each subsystem.

4.1. Budgie Tracker Mobile Application
If the individuals’ information is not correctly gathered no matter how efficient the rest of the
system is, no relevant patterns would be detected and therefore useless alerts and
recommendations will be generated bothering the individual with inaccurate suggestions. Several
implications can be unveiled from this fact, but the most important is that BT works both as a
bottleneck and critical part of the system; therefore it must be designed and developed carefully.
The activity model suggests that 18 R-E variables must be measured in order to make correct
activity identification. Given the time and resource limitations is quite difficult to include all this
variables on a first stage of Budgie System design and development, therefore only 6 of them are
included. Nevertheless, architecture design allows further R-E variables to be included on the
developed components easily, due to its scalability attributes.
The included R-E variables are: periodicity of the activity, set of computational tools, devices’
profiles, time-to-arrive, from-to, specific place and time period. In order to measure these R-E
variables gathered information must come from the following sources: synchronized calendars on
the device, running processes on the device, actual device ringer profile, available networks seen
by the device and the GPS location.
Similarly, only mobile devices are covered in this Budgie System first stage of design and
development. Nevertheless, mobile devices are the most relevant for data gathering given their
multi-sensor and portability nature.
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Figure 25 - Budgie Tracker Component Diagram

The above component diagram exposes the BT architecture for mobile devices and the specified RE variables. It is composed by an orchestrator component, five trackers components for the five
needed information sources, a communication manager components and a persistence manager.
The orchestrator component guides the rest of the components. The orchestrator decides which
trackers must be on and which must be off. Also, it keeps a trace of when to inspect if the trackers
has been shut off by the individuals or by the operative system of the device. The orchestrator
uses the exposed services of the notification manager in order to notify the user that some
changes can be done into the system in order to improve the data gathering processes. Finally, the
orchestrator announces the communication manager to synchronize the gathered information
with BMP which is accessed through the persistence manager.
Every tracker component starts and stops a service as asked by the orchestrator but each service is
different depending on the tracker component. The locator service connects to the GPS sensor
and retrieves the specified data (latitude, longitude, altitude and precision). The network service
connects to the Wi-Fi sensor and retrieves the set of available networks data (SSID, signal strength,
capabilities and connection status). The profile service uses the operative system API to get access
to the current status of the ringer profile. The calendar service uses the operative system API to
get access to all the events from all the calendars synchronized with the device. Finally the process
service uses the operative system API to get access to all the current processes data (name of the
process, available on foreground, perceptible state and visible state) that are being executed on
the device.
Once the data is gathered through the service delivered by each tracker, it is stored through the
persistence manager, which generates files for each tracker independently and keeps them on the
file system of the device.
The communication manager sends the files through a String Base64 transformation to the BMP
and receives an acknowledge flag that indicates that the files can be erased from the local file
system.
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Figure 26 - Budgie Tracker Diagram Process

Figure 26 outlines the global process of BT. The orchestrator starts a service for each sensor that
the user decided to track. Each services generates sensor data that can be whether by the
interaction of the individual with the device or the interaction of the device with the environment.
Then the sensor data is stored into the FDS of the device through the persistence manager. The
orchestrator orders the communication manager to synchronize data with BMP periodically (every
12 hours). If the files are uploaded successfully to the BMP, then they are deleted from the local
storage system, otherwise the files are stored for further synchronization attempts. Each tracker
works independently and in parallel.
Update new events
from last track

Starts calendar
tracker service

8 Hour Span

Keep tracking

Update files

Figure 27 - Calendar Tracker Cycle

The calendar tracker uses an 8 hour period for events update. The cycle is simple: the service
seeks for updates on the already existent upcoming events and seeks for recently added
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upcoming events, in both cases the corresponding file is updated and 8 hours later the process is
repeated.
Similarly the cycle corresponding with the process, profile and network trackers works. The only
difference is the span period which is 5 minutes on all three cases (process, profile and network
services). This span period is obviously smaller because this information changes much more
rapidly than the calendar information, and a 5 minute span period seems to be accurate at an
attempt of balancing device’s resource usage and adequate change register.

Trace new network,
processes and profile data

Starts processes, network
And profile services

5 minutes span

Update files
Keep tracking

Figure 28 - Trackers Cycle

The cycle corresponding with the locator trackers also works similarly but the verification rules
changes subtly. In order to trace new GPS data it can be inappropriate only to use a time period
verification rule, since a smaller value can represent high resource usage of the device and big
values can represent important information loss. In this case a mix between time period and
distance rules was defined. The GPS data is traced only if the individual have moved a minimum of
10 meters or 20 minutes have passed already.

Trace new GPS data

Starts locator
tracker service

20 minutes or 20 meter span

Keep tracking

Update files

Figure 29 - GPS Tracker Cycle

Two requirements of the application result relevant: state recovery of the application in any
moment and the suggestion to the user of settings changes into the device in order to retrieve
better information through notifications.
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Figure 30 - Preferences Cycle

Figure 30 explains how both requirements are done through the system. When BT is turned on,
the user preferences are loaded through a properties mechanism that stores all the relevant
variables needed to restore the state of the system (in this case, the set of trackers that the
individual desires to use and the ones that he doesn’t). If some of them are turned off, or simply
the sensors are disabled, a notification is sent to the user suggesting to change the settings of BT
or the operative system to enable the required sensors. Once the changes are done, the
preferences of the system are correctly updated. This cycle is repeated every 8 hours in order to
constantly promote the user to turn on the trackers but not too often to not bother him too much.

4.2. Budgie Main Processor Server
The Budgie Main Processor is the core of the whole system as it is responsible for both behavioral
pattern detection and alert-recommendation generation. The component diagram presented
below exposes the architecture of the subsystem.
cmp BudgieMainProcessor
Budgie Tracker

Tracker Receiv er

Recommendation and
Alert Generator
Main Processor

Alert and
Recommendation
Submitter

Behav ioral Pattern
Generator

Multidimensional Retriev er-Recorder Agent

Graph Data Generator

Indiv idual-Activ ity
Persistence Manager

Behav ioral Pattern
Persistence Manager
Graph Data Sender

Budgie Web Server

Figure 31 - Budgie Main Processor Component Diagram
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Budgie Recommender

The Tracker Receiver component exposes a web service that is prepared to receive any
information that any BT application from any individual sends. The tracker receiver grants the duty
of manipulating the gathered data to the main processor.
The Main Processor component works as a mediator between the Multidimensional RetrieverRecorder Agent, the Behavioral Pattern Generator and the Recommendation and Alert Generator
components.
One of the biggest responsibilities of the Main Processor component is to clean the data that
arrives from the BT mobile application. Captured data might include some problems that generate
noise and data manipulation inconveniences. These problems occur when missing values appears
at some specific time periods on the gathered data. Those missing values must be fixed in order to
deliver cleaned and complete information to the multi-dimensional agent. The most reasonable
way to fix this inconvenience (and the one that the Main Processor uses) is filling out the missing
values with special values that explain the data loss nature.
The Multidimensional Retriever-Recorder Agent component retrieves the cleaned information
from the main processor. Its main responsibility is to generate efficient structures to store the
information on the database. This component lies between the persistence managers and the
main processor for decoupling purposes, it no longer matter if the used database is relational or
not. The Multidimensional Retriever-Recorder Agent indicates to the persistence managers how
the information must be retrieved, using the defined multi-dimensional model described
previously on this document. Symmetrically, the Multidimensional Retriever-Recorder Agent gives
the structure to retrieve the information through the persistence managers.
There exist two independent persistence managers: the Individual-Activity and the BehavioralPattern components. The former generates proper queries depending on the underlying database
(NoSQL on the Budgie System for efficient and scalability reasons) that allows the retrieval and
storage of information related with the R-E variable measures for each of the individuals that
compose the system.
The main processor sends tasks periodically that specify a specific pattern generation based on the
multidimensional model. The information arrives to the Behavioral-Pattern Generator component
where the pattern is detected using a map-reduce framework. This component main responsibility
is to generate the detection of patterns of the specific data that is sent from the main processor.
Further description on the map-reduce technique that is used is explained later on
The detected patterns are transferred from the main processor to the Alert-Recommendation
Generator component. The main purpose of this component is to generate adequate alerts and
recommendations as requested by a particular individual. The process involved generating the
alerts and recommendations are also explained afterwards.
The Alert and Recommendation Submitter component works as a mediator between the BR
mobile application and the BMP.
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The Graph Data Generator component uses the detected patterns jointly with the real data to
generate special data formats (The Budgie System uses JSON) that the WS will use to present the
information to a behavioral-pattern analyst.
The Graph Data Sender is also a mediator but between the BMP and the BWS.

Figure 32 - Budgie Main Processor Process Cycle

Figure 32 summarizes the process. The BT mobile application synchronizes information with the
BMP periodically but on unknown time periods (BT can synchronize information in any moment).
When some information arrives, it is decoded from the Base64 String format and cleaned within
the budgie main processor component. Then it is sent to the Multi-Dimensional Agent for proper
data storage.
The main processor component periodically starts sending the activity data of the individuals to
the behavioral-pattern generator component. This component processes the information and
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constructs detected patterns which are later stored back to the databases through the multidimensional agent and the persistence manager.
Once a request arrives from the BWS either one of the following two possibilities occurs: the
pattern is already on the database and it is retrieved, formatted and sent to the BWS or the
pattern doesn’t exist already so an alternate task is sent to the behavioral-pattern generator.
In the other side, once an alert and recommendation request arrives from a BR mobile application
it is sent to the alert-recommendation generator component. The alert-recommendation
generator seeks for the current and upcoming activities of the individual using the detected
pattern that must be retrieved from the mediator. Once the current and upcoming activities are
retrieved, a set of suggestions are constructed based on the alert-recommendation generation
sub-model explained previously.
Thus far the process is clear but there are some black boxes within the map-reduce pattern
detection and alert-recommendation generator. Following this blurred sub-processes are
explained.
The main processor component sends multiple tasks to the behavioral-pattern generator
component. This last component queues all the tasks and starts processing them in a FIFO
strategy. Each task is formed by an individual’s identification, a specific sensor, a predefined time
period and the set of values (for values types’ referrer to the tables that specifies each R-E variable
on the activity-identification sub-model).
The objective beyond using a map-reduce framework is to process vast amounts of data in-parallel
on large clusters of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner. The main idea is
explained on figure 37.
On the first step, mapper instances are generated for each possible pattern size ranging from 1
(constant pattern) to the floor function of n/2, where n is the total size of the set of values
between the initial and final time sent by the main processor. Each mapper instance includes all
the set of values.
On the second step, new mapper instances are generated for each possible pattern mapper
instance generated. For example, if the pattern size is 3, three new mapper instances are
generated and each mapper instance includes only the values that are multiple of the mapper
identifier. In the general case, m mapper instances are created for a pattern of size m.
The third step is to execute the map function which counts for each mapper instance how many
values appears of each class, thus a resulting key value appears, indicating how many times each
value appears. Then, the map function seeks the value that appears the most and calculates the
delta (number of times the most frequent value appears divided by the total of values) for the
specified case.
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The final step is to execute the reduce function which summarizes all the most frequent values
and calculates a total delta. In this part of the function each summarization of values represents
the detected pattern for the specified pattern size, and then it compares all the total deltas and
chooses the smaller, indicating that it is the pattern that fits best.
Figure 33 explains in detail the general case of the map-reduce technique that is used on the BS.

Figure 33 - Map Reduce Mechanism

To illustrate the map-reduce technique an example is shown assuming the following set of values:
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The above example uses a small set of values (9), but it is possible to appreciate how the mapreduce technique is used and how the parallelization of jobs is made.
Once the patterns are detected, the Behavioral-Pattern persistence manager component stores
them on the database. The Alert and Recommendation generator component uses the detected
patterns to generate a pertinent set of recommendations to the individuals as the BR mobile
application requests. The process is explained below.
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First, the BR mobile application sends a request for alerts and recommendations to the BMP on a
specific day for a specific individual. As mentioned, only 6 R-E variables are included on the Budgie
System’s first stage, therefore, a limited set of alerts and recommendations is also defined (Figure
34).
Once the request arrives, the alerts and recommendations are built based on the expected
activities of the individual in the specified day.
The recommendation “not in the expected place” is exposed if the individual is not where he
should (for example, the detected pattern suggested that he ought to be at work but instead he is
at home uncovered whether by the GPS or Network tracker). The “late for the upcoming activity”
recommendation is exposed to the individual if the Time-to-arrive variable is bigger than the
remaining time to the beginning of the next activity.
The “inefficient resource usage” recommendation is shown if the individual is on a shift activity
(where using the network resource is useless) or on an indoor location (where using the GPS
resource is useless).
The “profile not adequate” recommendation is shown to the individual if the actual profile differs
from the expected one. For example, if the individual is on a meeting but the profile is on loud
mode, a recommendation is shown suggesting to the individual to change the ringer profile setting
to whether vibrate or silent mode.
Finally “the tools recommendation” is shown to the individual if the opened processes on the
individual’s device do not correspond with the expected ones. For example, if the individual is on a
shift activity and he usually opens a GPS route application but he forgot to do it, a
recommendation suggesting this will be delivered.

Figure 34 - Alert and Recommendation Process Diagram
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4.3. Budgie Recommender Mobile Application
The Budgie Recommender (BR) mobile application works as an end-point of the whole Budgie
System. It delivers the recommendations to the individual based on the detected patterns. The
component diagram exposed on figure 35 illustrates the architecture of the application. The AlertRecommendation retriever component duty is to establish the communication with the BMP
asking for recommendations and retrieving them. The Main Controller job is to send the request
for recommendations to the just explained component each day and transferring the resulting set
of alerts to the Alarm Manager. The Alarm Manager manipulates the resulting set of alert and
recommendations of the day and filters them into one of the following four categories: profile
recommendations, network recommendations, GPS recommendations or processes
recommendations. Once the recommendations are filtered, they are sent to the corresponding
manager. cmp Component Model

Main Controller

Alarm Manager

Alert-Recommendation
Retriev er

Budgie Main Processor

Profile Manager

Netw ork Manager

Notification Manager

Figure 35 - Budgie Recommender Component Diagram

The Profile Manager receives only profile recommendations and schedules the corresponding
alarm. For example, if the recommendation is to change the ringer profile to silent ad 8:30 a.m. an
alarm is scheduled at this point of time and is notified only if the ringer profile is different from the
expect one.
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The Network Manager achieves three types of recommendations: turn off or on the resource and
not in the expected place. For example, if the individual is going to move from one place to
another, an alarm is scheduled suggesting to turn of the Wi-Fi sensor at the beginning of the shift
activity and it is shown only if the Wi-Fi is on. The turn on recommendation works similarly but it is
scheduled only on activities where a connection is expected. A not in the expected place
recommendation is scheduled at the beginning of each activity where a specified network
connection is expected and is only shown if the expected network is not within the individual’s
range.
The GPS Manager works identical to the Network Manager but it uses the GPS sensor instead. This
manager also delivers the late for upcoming activity recommendation by scheduling the alarm just
where the Time-to-arrive starts and it is exposed to the individual only if he hasn’t started the shift
activity.
The Process Manager receives the process recommendations and generates an alarm for each one
which is scheduled at the start of each activity recommending a set of processes. If the actual set
of processes lacks various expected processes, a notification is shown to the individual for process
initialization. Similarly, if the actual set of processes is bigger than the expected, a notification is
shown to the individual for process finalization.
Alerts-Recommendation
request

Alerts-Recommendations sent
from server

Changes are made
into the device

Alarm generates a
change
Alerts-Recommendations sent
to the Alarm Manager

Suggestion accepted by
the indivual
Alarms are set up for each
Alert-Recommendation
Triggered alarm generates
a suggestion

Figure 36 - Budgie Recommender Process Cycle

In order to act as a pervasive system, BR works in two ways: non-permission and permission
mode. In the former the suggestion is not made but instead the settings change is done without
users’ permission. In the latter the settings are not changed until a response from the individual is
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received. The permission of the user is asked if the total delta of the identified pattern is above
90%, in every other case, the permission of the user is requested.
For example, if the user set up his mobile device on vibrate mode at 3:00 p.m. on Mondays with a
certainty of 95%, the BR changes the profile setting of the individual without asking. If the
certainty is 85%, the profile setting change is suggested to the individual, and is only made if he
allows to.
Figure 35 summarizes the whole process. The BR sends request for alerts and recommendations to
the BMP which retrieves them and returns them over a web service. Every alert and
recommendation is sent to the Alarm Manager component which filters and schedules them. Once
an alarm is triggered, it changes the settings over the device if is a non-permission
recommendation, otherwise, a suggestion is sent to the individual.

4.4. Budgie Web Server
The Budgie Web Server (BWS) allows further analysis on the detected patterns. So far the BMP
detects patterns over individuals’ activities, but any analysis over the results is difficult to develop
since there is no graphic interpretation of the results. The main goal of BWS is to deliver powerful
graphic tools for pattern validation.
cmp Budgie Web Serv er
Budgie Main Processor

Data Retriev er

Persistence Manager

Main Controller

Graph Generator

Visualization Manager

Budgie Website

Figure 37 - Budgie Web Server Diagram Component
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The above component diagram exposes the architecture of the BWS. The Data Retriever
component is in charge of the communication with the BMP. The requests for detected patterns
are sent and the results are manipulated.
The Main Controller works as a mediator between the Data Retriever, the Persistence Manager,
the Graph Generator and the Visualization Manager. Once the Visualization Manager asks for a
particular graph, the Main Controller obtains the data through the Persistence Manager and then
sends the request to the Graph Generator, which results are sent to the Visualization Manager.
Furthermore, the Main Controller parses the received data from the BMP to the JSON format.
The Persistence Manager persists and retrieves the JSON files in the file system of the server. The
Graph Generator uses a set of libraries that allows the generation of graphs with several
interaction functionalities. Finally, the Visualization Manager generates the UI that is presented to
the user.
Pattern is delievered to
Analyst in JSON format

The requested pattern is
Sent to the
Budgie Web Server
Pattern is loaded
If the requested pattern
has not been requested
It is retrieved from
Budgie Main Processor

Analyst requests
specific pattern

The server requests
Specific pattern

Figure 38 - Budgie Web Server Process Diagram

Figure 38 summarizes the process. The web client sends a request to the BWS for some specific
patterns. The BWS seeks for the requested patterns over the local JSON files, if not, the detected
patterns are retrieved from the BMP and the JSON files are generated. Afterwards, the JSON files
are transformed into fully interactive graphs which are shown to the behavioral-pattern analyst.
So far the whole Budgie System design has been unveiled; the next chapter explains the achieved
implementation.
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5

BUDGIE IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter presents fully detailed implementation results of each subsystem that composes the
Budgie System and its communication channels. In particular, the programming languages, the
underlying technologies and the protocols are explained in detail.

5.1.

Budgie Tracker Mobile Application

The BT mobile application was fully developed for the Android operative system on the version
Jelly Bean (4.2.) and written on Java (using eclipse SDK with android ADT). The mobile application
runs smoothly on android devices with versions 4.2 or later. Nevertheless, a backwards
compatibility was built in order to run on older devices with some restrictions. The table below
explains the restrictions based on the version.

Version
Jelly Bean 4.2. or newer
Honey Comb 3.0 or newer
Froyo 2.2 or newer
Older versions

Restrictions
No restrictions
No proximity based location tracker
No schedule and no proximity based location
tracker
No compatibility
Table 25 - Budgie Tracker Version Restrictions

The Location Tracker design uses a cycle to trace information that is defined whether by a 20
meters distance or 20 minute rule. On previous versions than 3.0 there is no possibility to define
the 20 meters distance rule and only the 20 minute rule applies (which is adjusted to 5 minute).
On versions before 2.2 there is no possibility to trace the schedule since the Calendar Provider API
was not in a stable version. Devices with versions older than 2.2 presents no compatibility with BT.
In order to access the different sensors and data within the device several Managers from the
operative system API are used:
Component
Network Tracker
Locator Tracker
Calendar Tracker
Process Tracker
Profile Tracker

Manager
Wi-Fi Manager [ref]
LocationManager over LocationListener [ref]
ContentResolver over CalendarContract [ref]
ActivityManager and PackageManager [ref]
AudioManager [ref]
Table 26 - Android API

In order to persist the gathered information, a BudgieTracker folder is created whether on the
root of the Device’s SD card or on the file system root (depending if a SD card is available). Inside
the BudgieTracker folder a sub-folder is created for each day of tracking. Inside each day, five text
files are created each one containing the gathered data of one tracker. The figure below presents
the file distribution scheme.
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BudgieTracker

DD/MM/AAAA
locator
calendar
network
profile
process
...

DD/MM/AAAA +n
locator
calendar
network
profile
process

Figure 39 - File Distribution in Budgie Tracker

The structure of each file is explained on the figure below. The name of the file is the tracker title;
the first row describes the name of each column and (being the first always the time). The
remaining rows are the traced values.

Figure 40 - File structure

The column names depend on the tracker; figure below summarizes the column names for each
tracker:
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Figure 41 - File columns

The row values in the locator file are the longitude, the latitude, the altitude and the accuracy
which is measured in meters. On the network files, the row values are the BBSID (Basic Service Set
Identifier), the SSID (Service Set Identifier), the level (intensity of the signal in dB), the capabilities
(Security type of the network) and the connected boolean value indicating if the individual is
connected to the network.
The row values in the calendar file are the title, the dtstart (time-period where the event begins),
the dtend (time-period where the event begins), the description, the duration, the rrule (the
recurrence rule for the event), the rdate (the recurrence date for the event), the event type and
the color (in hexadecimal representation).
The row values in the process file are the process name and three boolean values that indicate if
the process is either foreground, perceptible or visible. On the profile files, the only row value is
the profile setting which can be silent, vibrate or normal.
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Figure 42 - Budgie Tracker Screenshots

The resulting UI and functionalities of Budgie Tracker can be seen on figure 6. It is possible to
appreciate that the user interface is pretty simple and only five switch buttons appears: one for
each tracker which can be turned off or on easily (all turned on by default). The state of the
application can be restored every time the user restarts the software using the SharedPreferences
android API [ref].
The system encourages the individual to turn on all the disabled trackers and sensors in order to
improve the data gathering. The BT application sends notification to the operative system so the
user can see that some improvements can be made (Figure 43).
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Figure 43 - Budgie Tracker Notifications

On figure 44 the file distribution can be seen and examples of data gathering are shown in figures
45 and 46. The files are sent using the SOAP protocol with the WSDL format over a web service
mechanism each 12 hours if a Wi-Fi connection is enabled.

Figure 44 - Budgie Tracker File Structure
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Figure 45 - Budgie Tracker Resulting Files 1

Figure 46 - Budgie Tracker Resulting Files 2

5.2.

Budgie Main Processor Server

The Budgie Main Processor Server (BMP) was written completely on java and the services are
exposed using a GlassFish 3.1.2 server which uses the Hadoop Map-reduce software framework
over a 15 machine-cluster. The database is an Apache HBase given its distributed, scalable and big
data attributes.
The specifications of each machine that compose the cluster are the following:
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Name
Operative System
RAM memory
Hard Drive

Specification
CentOS 6.3.
16 GB
500 GB
Table 27 - Cluster Machine Specifications

The HBase is built on top of Hadoop HDFS (Distributed file system) and provides fast record
lookups (and updates) for large tables. HBase internally puts the data in indexed StoreFiles that
exist on HDFS for high-speed lookups.
Three tables were defined in order to support the multi-dimensional defined model. The Row Data
Table (table 28) allows the storage of the information of all the individuals. Two column families
are defined: the sensor column family and the individual column family, these two columns allow
generating any cube (refer to the multi-dimensional model) on any of the desired dimensions. The
Pattern Data Table (table 29) allows the storage of the detected patterns and the columns families
are the sensor, the individual, the pattern size and the comparison window.

Row Key

Time Stamp

ColumnFamily sensor

Day Number Value

Time stamp of the day

The tracked information

ColumnFamily
individual
The
individual
identifier

Table 28 - Row Data Table

Row Key

Time
Stamp

Day
Number
Value

Time
stamp
the day

ColumnFamily
Sensor

ColumnFamily
Individual

ColumnFamily ColumnFamily
Pattern Size
Comparison
Window
The
tracked The individual The size of the Comparison
of information
identifier
pattern
window
Table 29 - Pattern Data Table

A running example of the map-reduce algorithm is shown on Figure 47 using the interface admin
of Hadoop Map-reduce. This algorithms work exactly as it was explained on the design chapter.
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Figure 47 - Budgie Map-reduce Running Jobs

The BMP Server exposes all the services using a web service mechanism with the SOAP protocol
and the WSDL format. The exposed services are shown on figure 48.

Figure 48 - Budgie Main Processor Server Exposed Services

5.3.

Budgie Recommender Mobile Application

The BR mobile application was fully developed for the Android operative system on the version
Jelly Bean (4.2.) and written on Java (using eclipse SDK with android ADT). The mobile application
runs smoothly on android devices with versions 3.0 or later.
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Figure 49- Budgie Recommender User Interface

Figure 49 presents the resulting user interface. Basically the current and the upcoming activities of
the individual are shown. A “Is this right?” button was incorporated into the interface in order to
receive a feedback from the user and improve the pattern detection on a second stage of the
Budgie System. Furthermore, the time-period of each activity is shown to the individual.
The alert and recommendation generation is created using the AlarmManager API of the android
operative system. Alerts and recommendations are shown as notifications to the individual as the
screenshots on figure 50 describes. If any alarm is triggered a notification appears on top of the
device screen and the led light starts to blink. Short messages are incorporated into the
notifications so the individual doesn’t need to open the application in order to perceive the
change that BR application did or suggests.
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Figure 50 - Budgie Recommender Notifications

If the user opens the notification, the application appears on foreground and a message involved
with the recommendation appears. For example, if the notification indicates that is time to leave,
a user interfaces appears with a map where the individual must head to and a button that allows
the BMP server to receive a feedback from the user (figure 51).

Figure 51 - Budgie Recommender Alerts

5.4.

Budgie Web Server

The Budgie Web Site was developed completely on PHP 5.3, HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. The
server is a Debian GNU/Linux 6.0 with 4 GB of ram memory and an 80 GB storage size. Several
JavaScript libraries were incorporated into the web site in order to present attractive results; the
HighCharts library [ref] is used to include fully interactive and intuitive charts, the JQuery library is
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included to generate AJAX reponse techniques and finally the Twitter Bootstrap library is added
for HTML5 and CSS files enhancement. The resulting user interface is presented on figure 52.

Figure 52 - Budgie Web Site Main Page

Two main objectives arise with The Budgie Web Site: present the Budgie Project in an attractive
manner and give powerful graphic tools to an expert who wants to analyze the detected patterns
within the system.
The Budgie Web Site can be viewed in all the most common web explorers (Chrome, IE, and
Firefox) on the following URL: http://budgie.virtual.uniandes.edu.co/budgie/ where everything
about the project is explained.
The analyst can specified the individual, the desired sensor and the comparison window
parameters to retrieve the detected pattern on a powerful chart (figure 53). The detected pattern
is presented in two different charts that give different points of view and analysis.

Figure 53 - Budgie Recommender User Inputs

The first graph (figure 54) allows an easy comparison of the detected pattern against the real data
of the individual. It is possible to change the visualization time window with effective zoom-in,
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zoom-out and pan operations. Two lines are within the chart, the green one represents the
detected pattern while the yellow line represents the real data values, the gap between them are
the difference amongst the expected and the real values.

Figure 54 - Budgie Web Site Graph 1

The second graph presents (figure 55) a comparison between the detected pattern and the margin
error. The yellow area represents the pattern while the green line represents the delta. The peaks
of the green line represent bigger margin errors zones implying where most part of the total delta
is being generated. At the end of the graph the total delta is shown.

Figure 55 - Budgie Web Site Graph 2
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6

TESTS AND RESULTS

In order to analyze the performance of the Budgie System a deployment of the Budgie Tracker
mobile application was made into 13 individual’s mobile devices over a period of 3 to 12 weeks.
Individuals signed a consent form for use and disclosure of personal information (Appendix A)
where it clearly indicates which information is retrieved from the mobile device (digital calendars,
active applications, ringer profile, wi-fi networks and GPS location) and ensures that data is
divulged anonymously with merely academic purposes within the project.
Attribute
Number of users
Roles
Tested devices

Time period

Values
13
Graduate Assistant, Professor, Student,
Employee
Samsung Galaxy S III, Samsung Galaxy Note 2,
Samsung Tab 10.1, Samsung Tab 7, Samsung
Galaxy S III
From 3 to 12 weeks
Table 30 - Tested individuals’ attributes

The application was successfully deployed on users’ mobile devices (Table 31). The dataset was
generated over a process of 3 to 12 weeks and the size distribution of the data set across the
trackers can be seen on Figure 56.

Figure 56 - Budgie Dataset Size Distribution

The data set size is 163 MB, and the contribution of each tracker is distributed as follows: Process
Tracker data size is 85 MB, Network Tracker data size is 36 MB, Calendar Tracker data size is 29
MB, Location Tracker is 10 MB, and Profile Tracker data size is 11 MB.
Process Tracker contributes with more than 50% of the total data set, indicating that gathering this
tracker might result in a bottle neck. Analyzing some data examples from random users, it is easily
to observe that redundant data with meaningless information is recollected. Android operative
system keeps alive a big set of processes (SMSpush, LogsProvider, CapabililtyManagerService
among others) that generates noise.
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Network Tracker data contributes with 23% of the size. The explanation is that every available
network is recollected, whether the user is connected to or not, generating big blocks of data each
5 minutes. The calendar tracker data size Is also significant and after analyzing data examples the
explanation is that redundant data is gathered, since recurring events are always retrieved and not
only updates. Several changes must be done a priori to recollect only updates of events but actual
Android Calendar API doesn’t allow sophisticated queries indeed.
Profile and Location trackers contribute only in a small portion to the total size, 7% and 2%
respectively. No redundant data is gathered and only one value is retrieved in each sensor reading,
and not a set of values as it occurs on other trackers.
Figure 57 illustrates a small experiment testing the average battery life time with and without
Budgie Tracker mobile application in a Samsung Galaxy Mini S3 device in 10 samples. Results
indicates that BT mobile application affects the life time of the battery slightly, since an average
life time of 12 hours is obtained without BT against a 10.7 hours with BT. The experiments
exposed a decrease of 11% in the battery life time when Budgie Tracker is running on the device. A
decrease of 11% is reasonable taken into account that several trackers and services are running all
day long through the device, which indicates that all the efficiency attributes that were considered
designing and developing the application were successful.

Figure 57 - Battery Life Time Comparison

Budgie Tracker uses an average of 12 to 18 MB of memory, which results insignificantly
considering that actual devices are equipped with 1GB and above ram memory, implying that only
around 2% of the total memory is used by Budgie.
When BMP server tried to detect patterns over individual’s gathered data, several issues appeared
that required enormous changes in the implementation:

6.1.

Managing undefined values

Large gaps appears on the recollected dataset due to various problems: user didn’t want the data
to be tracked, trackers services stopped storing data unexpectedly for some time periods with no
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particular reason and Budgie Tracker was shut down intentionally by the user or never restarted
after a reboot of the device.
To manage this issue a filling unknown values component was developed (In both BT application
and BMP server). If the user doesn’t want to get track, the sensor reading is filled with a Tracker
Off value. If the user turned off the BT application, the sensor reading is filled with an Application
Off value with the support of a log that indicates every time that the application is stopped or
starts. If the service doesn’t track the sensor data an Undefined Data value is filled in.
Services stop tracking information unexpectedly as Android OS stops threads abruptly when
resources are needed. Furthermore, Budgie seems to have compatibility issues when other
applications are opened simultaneously like Whatsapp.

6.2.

Synchronizing time periods

Each tracker services store sensor readings on random period times, but in order to detect
patterns, time periods must be exactly the same over different days. When pattern detection was
launched on the collected data, no pattern was found and the reason is that time periods didn’t
match.
In order to solve this issue, a filtering algorithm was built aligning time periods for every day.
Figure 58 shows the difference between a non-cleaned and a cleaned file. In particular, time
periods multiple of 5 are used.

Figure 58 - Managing undefined periods and synchronizing time periods

Once both problems were solved, pattern detection worked well on single labeled values like the
ringer profile of the device, but all the other trackers didn’t obtain valuable results.
In order to solve this problem, specific approaches were made for every tracker. For the network
tracker, network groups are defined. To see if two network groups are similar, at least 50% of the
contained networks must be equals. Then, patterns are sought not in particular networks but on
groups.
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In the process tracker, patterns are sought in the foreground label for each process. In the
calendar network, patterns are sought by finding recurrent events with the Android Calendar API.
In the location tracker, patterns are not sought over the same time periods but in a sequential
movement set of each individual day by day.

6.3.

Map-Reduce framework

The Hadoop Map Reduce framework was used in order to detect patterns as explained on the
Budgie Design chapter.
The collected data set contains information for over 3 to 12 weeks for a total of 13 users. In order
to test scalability issues, the data set is not big enough. For the purpose of testing the map-reduce
framework, the data set was replicated as needed in order to test bigger data size.
Figure 59 shows the elapsed time detecting patterns over one individual’s single tracker for
different time periods. It is possible to observe that the elapsed time behaves as a logarithmic
function (with a significant R-squared of 86%) while the data set size increases. Nevertheless, an
average time of 11 minutes is needed to calculate patterns over a 1 year data set.

Figure 59 - Scalability over data set size

Figure 60 evaluates scalability not over a single individual but over a variable number of users with
a data set size of 3 months (12 weeks). Elapsed time behaves lineal as the number of users
increase with a significant squared-R. The resulting lineal function allows predicting that for a total
of 1000 users, an elapsed time of 83 minutes will be needed to detect patterns for each tracker.
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Figure 60 - Scalability over users

Detected patterns result in an average size of 1 day or 1 week independently of the data set size.
This fact suggests that human behaves similarly day by day and week by week, which is not a big
discovery, but in terms of computation resource usage, it represents calculating pattern of
multiple sizes with no relevant purpose spending resources in vain.
A modification in the algorithm was made and patterns were not calculated for every possible size
but only into one of the predefined time periods that makes sense on human behavior (Figure 61)

Figure 61 - Predefined time periods

Certainly better results were achieved certainly as the Figure 61 suggest. The predefined time
period’s algorithm modification allows detecting pattern in an average elapsed time of 5 minutes
with a dataset of 1 year size (half of pattern detection with non-predefined time periods).
Furthermore, the elapsed time still behaves as a logarithm function and a better value is achieved
through the squared-R variable, indicating that data suits best.
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Figure 62- Scalability comparison of non-predefined vs. defined time periods

Evaluating the scalability as the number of user increases also results on performance
improvement. Even though the elapsed time still behaves as a lineal function, the slope with
predefined time periods is half the slope with non-predefined time periods. Using the lineal
equation, is it possible to predict that for 1000 users the elapsed time to detect the patterns over
a 12 week dataset will take a total of 45 minutes, half the time it takes with non-predefined time
periods.

Figure 63 - Scalability comparison of non-predefined vs. defined time periods

6.4.

Pattern Detection Accuracy

Data was gathered using the Budgie Tracker mobile application for thirteen people and patterns
were analyzed for seven individuals, remaining six individuals weren’t tested due to multiple
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motives: data not synchronized and deleted from the device, no access to the device of the
individual and time restrictions.
For the seven tested individuals, only three of them obtained detected patterns with accuracy
above 60%, remaining four individuals obtained detected patterns with accuracy below 40%. After
a deep review of the gathered data the reason was exposed: detected patterns with accuracy
below 40% correspond to data which unknown values proportion is above 80%, while accuracies
above 70% correspond to data which unknown values proportion is below 20%. Figure 64 depicts
the reasoning.

Figure 64 - Tested and untested individuals summary

Pattern detection works great if the individual is constantly checking the app and starting the
trackers constantly, in any other case, where the application is constantly being turned off and the
trackers doesn’t work smoothly, patterns aren’t detected effectively. This fact suggests that
several changes must be done on the Budgie Tracker application in order to gather the
information with better accuracy rates.
Now on two successfully detected patterns are detailed for two different anonymous users.
Predefined time-period
Weekly
Weekend
Weekdays
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
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Pattern accuracy
88,9%
90,6%
89,3%
90,7%
91,7%
95,9%
93,1%
87,8%

Saturday
Sunday

89,2%
92,5%

Table 31- Profile Tracker - Anonymous User

Table 31 summarizes the pattern accuracy for an anonymous user on the profile tracker. Accuracy
is always above 88% and if patterns are detected day by day, improved accuracy obtains values
near to 95%. Comparing the detected pattern in the Weekly time period (Figure 65) with the
Monday time period (Figure 66) it is possible to observe that different patterns are obtained, in
which the second approach fits better to the real data of the user for the specified period.

Figure 65 - Profile tracker on Weekly time period

Figure 65 presents the detected pattern for the Weekly time period (yellow area) and the margin
error found (green line). The pattern can be read as: user keeps the ringer profile in silent mode
from midnight to 7:05 a.m. Then the profile ringer is switched to normal mode until 10:55 p.m.
Finally the ringer profile is switched again to silent mode.
Green line indicates that most part of the margin error is generated near ringer profile changes,
which can be explained by the inexact human behavior, individuals change the profile near the
same hour, but not exactly the same.
Great amount of the margin error is contributed around 2:50 p.m. and 4:10 p.m. which might
indicate that a change in this time period is made frequently but not as frequent to be included in
the pattern. Figure 66 presents the detected pattern for the Monday time period. It is easy to
observe that speculations were true and a profile change is made to vibrate mode between the
mentioned time periods.
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Figure 66 - Profile tracker on Monday time period

Furthermore, it is possible to notice that the detected pattern fits quite well to the real data of the
user. Figure 67 illustrates this fact for a few days, but in order to make greater analysis, it is
possible
to
interact
with
the
chart
that
is
in
the
project
website
(http://budgie.virtual.uniandes.edu.co/budgie/results).

Figure 67 - Detected pattern vs. real data - Profile tracker - Anonymous user

Table 33 summarizes the pattern accuracy on the network tracker for an anonymous user. Rates
aren’t as good as the previous analyzed patterns but anyways accuracy is above 60% and if the
analysis is made on day by day predefined time-periods, rates almost reach an 80% of accuracy.
Predefined time-period
Weekly
Weekend
Weekdays
Monday
80

Pattern accuracy
62,5%
61,5%
71,9%
72,2%

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

78,7%
77,5%
74,2%
63,9%
49,3%
76,4%

Table 32- Network Tracker - Anonymous User

Figure 68 presents the behavioral pattern of the individual through his network tracker. From
midnight until 7:50 a.m. the user is connected to the main network, more likely the home
network, then, unknown networks appears until 8:30 a.m. indicating that the user is moving from
home to the office. From 8:30 a.m. to 6:45 p.m. the user is connected to a second network, which
can be the office Wi-Fi. Big margin error occurs at noon, indicating that user usually takes lunch
outside of work but not often enough to be included on the detected pattern. Unknown network
appears from 6:45 p.m. to 7:50 p.m. implying that the user is moving again from the office to the
home.

Figure 68 - Network tracker on Weekly time period

Large margin errors are generated around 7:10 p.m. to 8:10 p.m. indicating that different network
appears on this time period. Wednesday predefined time period analysis (Figure 69) illustrates
that pattern changes subtly at the specified time indicating that on Wednesday user arrives to a
different place before going home.
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Figure 69 - Network tracker on Wednesday time period

The two presented examples illustrate the strong conclusions that can be retrieved from detected
patterns with high accuracy rates. Several analyses can be made through the project website
(http://budgie.virtual.uniandes.edu.co/budgie/results) for the three users with detected patterns
above 60%.

6.5.

Alert Generation and Activity Recognition results

Once patterns were detected, activities were identified using the proposed model over the R-E
variables using the 5 implemented trackers. Shift activities and Labor activities were easily
identified, since profile, location and network trackers gives useful and complete information. The
three individuals which patterns accuracy were above 60% confirmed that Shift activities and
Labor activities were successfully recognized.

Figure 70 - Activity recognition results

Leisure and Hobbies weren’t identified since no reverse geocoding methods were integrated.
Academic and Basic activities were recognized partially, since recurring events with keywords like
“class, classroom or professor” were searched and being at home was empirically related to a
basic activity, nevertheless, when more R-E variables are included and meaningful semantic
approaches are included on the Budgie System, better recognition will be possible.
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Figure 71 - Recommendation generation results

The recognition of patterns and activities allow the generation of recommendations. Proposed
recommendations were successfully generated for “Not in the expected place”, “Inefficient
resource usage” and “Profile not adequate”. “Late for the upcoming activity” was generated using
a heuristic that seeks if the user has already started a shift activity prior to the upcoming activity,
but tested individuals exposed that the method only works for sequent activities that are done on
different places.

6.6.

Overall Results

The System was tested within 13 individuals who used the Budgie Tracker application for a period
of 3 to 12 weeks. From the seven individuals who were tested, three of them obtained accuracy on
behavioral patterns above 70%, detecting their daily activities successfully and delivering
appropriate recommendations. In-depth analysis suggests that remaining four tested individuals
didn’t obtain good pattern accuracy given the issues that appeared with the use of the mobile
application.
Tests over the Hadoop Map-reduce framework and Hbase database showed that the server
performs in a scalable manner since the increase of users and sensor readings didn’t generate
significant overheads since the elapsed time detecting pattern behaves logarithmic when the
sensor reading increases and lineal when the number of user increases.
Tests over the Budgie Tracker mobile application showed that trackers didn’t decrease the battery
life time of the mobile device significantly, since only a reduction of 11% was calculated, a really
reasonable number regarding that trackers gathering data from processes, GPS, Wi-Fi networks,
ringer profile and calendar were constantly obtaining sensor readings and uploading them to the
main server.
Pattern detection using heuristics shows remarkable results, since accuracy rates above 80% were
achieved on tested individuals who used the Budgie Tracker application in a disciplined way.
Several tuning processes were made to the initial heuristics since the tested individual results
suggest that human behavior is likely to repeat on a week day basis.
Basic, Labor and Shift activities were easily recognized and several recommendations were
successfully delivered to the tested individuals. As more R-E variables are incorporated into the
Budgie System, more detailed activity recognition can be achieved and bigger set of
recommendations can be delivered.
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7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Budgie System delivers meaningful and appropriate recommendations to individuals based on
behavioral patterns which are calculated through a set of information recollected from various
sensors on user’s mobile device.
Budgie System was designed and implemented under the three specified models: Activity model,
Behavioral-Pattern model, and Recommendation-Generation model. The Activity Model proposes
a robust process that allows the recognition and classification of human activities over five
categories using a total of 18 Relevant-Enabling variables. The Behavioral-Pattern model proposes
a multi-dimensional approach to retrieve and store information and a set of heuristics that allows
detecting human habits and patterns using a pattern-matching approach. The RecommendationGeneration model builds adequate and appropriate recommendations based on the upcoming
activities for a particular individual.
The Budgie System operates over underlying mechanisms such as Hadoop Map-Reduce
Framework and NoSQL databases (HBase) that address scalability issues. Furthermore,
implemented mobile applications for data gathering and recommendation delivery were carefully
designed in order to make an efficient use of the mobile device resources.
A web site was built in order to visualize and interact with the detected patterns. The resulting
charts allow a fully interactive experience enhancing the analysis through deep comparison of the
pattern shape vs. the real data and a detailed explanation of the margin errors.
The Budgie Tracker mobile application successfully retrieved the information from the desired
sensors and efficient communication channels with the Budgie Main Processor allowed adequate
data synchronization processes.
Three types of activities (basic, labor and shift) were successfully recognized and behavioral
patterns were detected with accuracy rates above 70%. A set of 5 recommendations were
delivered to tested individuals through the Budgie Recommender mobile application with a
positive feedback.
Tuning processes are necessary in order to detect patterns for every type of data that is gathered
from different sensors. Multiple heuristics with variations are needed to be incorporated to the
Budgie System for every type of sensor reading, since no bullet-proof mechanism can be achieved.
Even though the generated recommendations doesn’t improve significantly the daily life of the
individuals, detected patterns clearly details the daily behavior of the individual with high accuracy
rates and it is possible to develop strong recommendations as long as the proposed 18 R-E
variables are incorporated into the system.
No correlation studies were included on the model, but simple analysis over individual trackers
suggest that including the relations between relevant-enabling variables would enhance the
activity and pattern recognition processes.
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The use of mobile devices to track individuals behavior in a non-obtrusive manner was successfully
achieved suggesting that it is not necessary to include wearable sensors in order to detect
human’s behavior. Furthermore, pervasive applications on mobile devices must be aware of the
loss of information that emerges due to the instability of the active sensors since users frequently
change the device’s settings, generating gaps into the gathered data that will lead into poor
detected patterns.
Budgie System addresses scalability issues and performs great as the number of users and
information increases. Even though the model considers the generation of recommendation based
on the community, this concern was not included into the implementation and testing phases
since the data set is just in an initial stage and the tested number of users can’t be considered as a
community so far.
Budgie System identify individual’s behavior over predefined time periods smoothly based on the
assumption that the Budgie Tracker application worked continuously and no failures points occur,
a really optimistic panorama that only happens when the user is constantly checking the
application status and rebooting the system in the occurrence of errors. Some improvements must
be made in order to achieve more stability on the Budgie Tracker mobile application.
Multiple tuning processes were needed and the captured data was almost processed manually in
order to discover inconsistencies and data gaps individual by individual. Different pattern
mechanisms must be considered that works in an efficient, accurate and fault tolerant manner.
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APPENDIX A

Consentimiento para el uso de información personal con
fines de investigación

Yo, ________________________________, mayor de edad, identificado con el documento de identidad No
_____________________________, expedido en………………. consiento de manera previa, explicita,
expresa e informada, el uso y divulgación de todo tipo de datos personales amparados por la legislación
aplicable, incluyendo datos catalogados como sensibles, en forma anónima de la siguiente información
adquirida a través de mi dispositivo móvil, la cual ha sido obtenida de manera regular utilizando cualquier
medio que pueda ser objeto de consulta posterior:






Información correspondiente a mis calendarios electrónicos
Información correspondiente a las aplicaciones activas y los perfiles que utilizo en mi dispositivo
móvil
Información correspondiente con las redes Wi-Fi a las que mi dispositivo móvil se conecta y tiene
acceso
Información correspondiente a mi ubicación geo-referenciada obtenida a través del sensor GPS de
mi dispositivo móvil.

La información es adquirida por y a través de la aplicación BudgieTracker con fines exclusivamente
académicos, de investigación y docente, como parte del proyecto MagPie. Ésta información será utilizada
para inferir patrones de comportamiento de los individuos pero nunca se revelará su identidad.
La aplicación ha sido instalada en mi dispositivo con mi autorización, se me ha explicado su funcionamiento
y la manera en que puedo controlar los datos que se registran en BudgieTracker.
APLICACIÓN DE LAS NORMAS VIGENTES SOBRE COMERCIO ELECTRÓNICO: Todas las
utilizaciones, inscripciones, participaciones y documentos que se suscriban entre las personas naturales,
jurídicas e instituciones que sean usuarios del servicio descrito; y que se expresen vía Mensaje de Datos
(Internet, Correo Electrónico, EDI, telex, fax, o telefax), tendrán el mismo alcance, efecto y valor probatorio
que las normas vigentes y aplicables sobre Comercio Electrónico consignadas en la Ley Tipo de la
UNCITRAL (Comisión de Naciones Unidad para el Derecho Mercantil Internacional); los convenios
internacionales sobre la materia; Ley 527 de 1999, Ley 588 de 2000, Decreto Reglamentario 1747 de 2000, y
la Resolución 26930 de 2000 y demás que las remplacen o modifiquen, le dan a los documentos materiales

Nombre del Participante _______________________
Firma del Participante ________________________
Fecha

________________________
Día/Mes/Año
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